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Christmas Joy
HE

things that are most worth

T saying about Christmas lie so

deep that to bring them to the
level of surface expression would
~ be a form of self-revelation that
would border on the indecent. It
is not only the hopes and fears,
but the loves and joys and sorrows
and loneliness of all our years that
meet in the little town of Bethlehem each Christmas Eve. They are
..,J the
gold and frankincense and
~ myrrh that we bring to the Holy
Child. To offer them as commodities for general distribution is to
cheapen them.
For many of us, Christmas 1950
,, will hold more than its expected
share of loneliness. Death and recurring crises in human affairs
have reached into many a home
and broken the Christmas circle.
But for all of its loneliness, Christ-
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mas 1950 remains what Christmas
always has been, pre-eminently a
season of great joy.
There is, in the center of it all,
a baby Boy born to a young Jewish girl in an out-of-the-way corner of the world. We believe that
the baby was God. "What?" say
the wise and proud and great men
of our world, "you believe in a
God Who drooled and burped
and wet His pants?" Yes, we believe in a God Who drooled and
burped and wet His pants.
And that is not only our belief
but our joy. For the God Whom
. we adore is not a mere dynamo
humming somewhere off in space
and supplying energy to keep the
universe running. Nor is He a disembodied mass of ectoplasm dispersed through our atmosphere.
"The Word was made flesh," St.
John says, "and dwelt among us."
1
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And in our flesh He shared our
human experiences - the delights
of friendships, the warmth of
family life, the hurt of misunderstanding, the pains of saying goodbye, the gnaw of hunger, the thrill
of hope, the fatigue of overwork,
and the bitter disappointment of
unrequited love. And though He
was Himself sinless, He shared
even our sense of guilt.
It is in the name of this Incarnate Word that we can add the
CRESSET's wishes for a joyful
Christmas to the many other greetings that will be exchanged during this holy season.

state and its editors and writers
would certainly be high on the
list of people to be liquidated.
And while martyrdom is the highest honor that can come to a
Christian, we are human enough
to be willing to yield the honor
to others more eager for it.
But our hatred of Red totalitarianism extends with equal
fervor to any other form of totalitarianism. It extends to the totalitarianism of those California regents who have imposed thought
control on the faculties of their
state schools. It extends to the
totalitarianism of those members
of Congress who voted to impose
thought control upon the whole
of our citizenry.
An Evil Bill
For years we have had laws that
ISTORY will have to forgive safeguard our nation against treaHarry Truman many things. son, sedition, and armed rebellion.
But it will have to concede him Every nation has the right to proat least one moment of real great- tect itself against the violent overness when, in the face of opposi- throw of its institutions. It may
tion from a Congress which had go beyond that and forbid conall but completely lost faith in the spiracy to overthrow its institudemocratic philosophy, he stood tions by violence. If the attorneyfast and vetoed the most vicious general can prove that the mempiece of legislation ever enacted bers of the Communist party in
by an American Congress. That the United States are actively conlegislation was, of course, the so- spiring (not just hoping for or
dreaming of or wishing for) the
called Communist control bill.
It is hardly necessary for this violent overthrow of the governmagazine to reiterate where it ment of the United States, he can
stands on the issue of Commu- send them to jail under laws that
nism. From the purely practical have been on the books for decstandpoint, this magazine could ades.
But the act which Mr. Truman
not be published in a Communist
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vetoed, and which the Congress
enacted over his veto, makes it
a crime to belong to an organization which some people think
may be in cahoots with a political
party which is probably meditating the overthrow of the American system. A presidentially-appointed board will decide which
organizations go on the list and
if one holds membership in any
of such organizations he is then
a subversive. As simply as that, a
free republic is transformed into
a police state.
Do you want an example of the
kind of evil syllogism the bill sets
up? Here is one: Major premise:
Communism is a hateful thing.
Minor premise: Justice Holmes
said that freedom, if it means
.. anything at all, means freedom for
the thought we hate. Conclusion:
Justice Holmes was a Communist.
This evil bill must be repealed.

• Job Opening
public service, the CRESSET
A sis always
happy to inform its
A

~

readers when it comes across unusual employment opportunities.
This month we have word of a
job which offers opportunity for
travel in a limousine with the
employee's name engraved in gold
on the door, accommodations at
only the best hotels, insurance on
his life, and assurance of perma-
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nent employment. The work is
by no means onerous. It consists
principally of visiting large drug
stores, performing at jobbers' salesmen meetings and conventions,
and, possibly, appearances on
radio and television.
More details on the opening
may be obtained from the LeBlanc
Corporation, makers of Hadacol,
Lafayette, Louisiana. The only essential qualifications that are demanded of candidates are a) that
they be parrots and b) that they
be able to say distinctly, many
times a day, "Polly wants a Hadacol."

Unessential?
that Howard TaubW EmanHOPEstarted
something a few
weeks ago when, in the New York
Times, he outlined the precarious
financial condition of the country's great musical groups.
The situation, briefly stated, is
this. Musical organizations such
as the Metropolitan Opera, the
New York Philharmonic, and the
symphony orchestras simply cannot make ends meet. Many factors
contribute to their problem. Like
practically every other organization, they are faced with continually rising costs in every phase of
their operation. Their product, by
its very nature, has a fairly limited
appeal. Wealthy patrons who once

4
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underwrote a considerable share
of the expenses find it increasingly
difficult to do so with taxes eating
as deeply as they do into their
incomes. The result is a decline
in revenues while expenses keep
rising.
Mr. Taubman suggests two possible solutions: financial backing
by private funds (industries or
foundations) or government subsidy. For various reasons, he rules
the first out as a practical solution,
leaving government subsidy as the
most reasonable solution. It is at
this point that we would like to
enter the discussion.
First of all, our sympathies are
all with Mr. Taubman and with
his friends who are very properly
concerned about the future of the
arts, especially music, which, as
Mr. Taubman correctly points out,
"have not been widely accepted
as essentials of American living."
Nor are we worried, as some
people are, that government subsidization of the arts would necessarily lead to political domination
of the arts.
Our objection is rooted in a
firm belief that it is time for all
of us to quit looking to government for the solution to every
problem that may arise. We know
and accept the fact that as society
becomes more complex government must become bigger and
more complex. But we believe
that government should be re-

stricted as closely as possible to its
minimum functions of maintaining order_and securing the rights " ..
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. It is not, as we see it,
the function of government to
underwrite every enterprise that f1i
makes for a richer and more pleasant society.
To us, the closing of the Metropolitan or the disbanding of the
Philharmonic would be an unmitigated tragedy. The solution to
the problem, as we see it, is the • J
hard and unpleasant job of making the music-lovers of the nation raware of the financial problem
of these organizations and enlisting their support. That is a much
more difficult way of going about
it than is touching the government for a hand-out but in the •
long run it is the way we are
going to have to solve more and
more of our problems if we wish
to avert the growing menace of
an all-powerful government.

Enlightened Self-Interest
establishment of the Ford
which Mr. Paul
Hoffman has just joined as chairman, is an example of private .l '
capital accepting its social obliga- L
tions. It is to be hoped that the
establishment of the foundation
will set a pattern for similar action by other individuals and
HE

T foundation,
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groups who are in a position to
do so.
As was to be expected, the establishment of the foundation was
greeted with a great deal of cynicism by some of the professional
liberals who saw it as either a
dodge to avoid payment of taxes
or a slush fund for the support
of tame researchers who would
produce apologies for the freeenterprise system . It may, of
course, be either or both of these.
We prefer to suspend judgment
until we have seen how the fund
works out in practice.
The principle of the fund is, we
believe, a sound one. Wealth accrues to men and groups of men
from God through society. It
carries with it obligations to God
through society. The fabulously
wealthy individual has all but
vanished from the American scene.
In his place stands the fabulously
wealthy corporation. The fact that
a man holds wealth in association
with other men does not relieve
him of the necessity of fulfilling
his duties of stewardship. If any·
thing, it imposes upon him the
additional duty of making his
associates aware of their responsibilities as the stewards of God.
The list of activities for which
the Ford Foundation is willing
to supply funds indicates to us
that the sponsors of the fund are
at least no less altruistic than their
critics profess to be. The patron-
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age of art and science and learning by the wealthy is an ancient
and accepted thing in Western
culture. Maecenas' money did not
hamstring either Horace or Vergil; the Esterhazy's did not force
the many composers whom they
subsidized to glorify the feudal
system in their music; the Duke
of Weimar did not censor Goethe's writings; and there is no
reason to suppose that the trustees
of the Ford Foundation will try
to manipulate the thinking or the
conclusions of men whose work
they subsidize.
Back in the days when we were
studying economics, the instructor
used to have a great deal to say
about "enlightened self-interest."
We never liked the term because
we think that Christianity demands more of us than self-interest, however enlightened it may
be. But the term might properly
be applied to the action of a corporation which establishes such a
fund as this and where the motivation was a sense of social responsibility. Where the motivation is love of God and human
beings, the proper term would,
of course, be stewardship.

Who Is Guilty?
opposite extreme of
awareness we have an
investment firm in Rockford, Illi-

A social
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nois, whose vice-president faces
charges of embezzling $45,600
from customers' accounts because
he felt that he was entitled to
more than his $5o-a-week salary.
The vice-president will, presumably, go to jail. Under the law,
he should. The law clearly defines
stealing, for whatever cause, as a
crime and presumably the vicepresident knew that it was a crime.
But what about the person or
firm who puts a man into a position which makes it necessary for
him to handle at least $45,6oo
over a five-year period and then
pays him a salary which is obviously not sufficient to allow him
to live on the level that his job
demands? A man sins when he
yields to temptation. A man sins
just as much when he sets an
almost insurmountable temptation
in another man's way. Theologically, there is even reason to b elieve that the author of the temptation has the greater sin.
The Holy Scriptures have some
extremely pointed things to say
about the reSponsibilities of employers toward their employees.
The civil law is much less demanding. But if the names of
employees who succumb to such
temptation may be publicly
printed, certainly the name of the
employer should be exposed to
public judgment, also. And perhaps someday the civil law will
allow two warrants to be issued in

a case such as this-one for the
guilty employee and one for the
equally guilty employer.

c

Toyland Revisited
of duty, we have spent
Jl considerable time the past
couple of weeks inspecting toy
departments and paging through
toy catalogues. It is reassuring to
know that the 1950 pre-teen set
has not altogether lost its taste •
for the things that delighted us
as a child, but it is something !less than reassuring to note that
the years have introduced some
of the less happy fruits of adult
ingenuity into the nursery.
Of these latter, the most interesting example is an atomic "
energy lab ($42.50) which contains, among other things, a spinthariscope, an electroscope, a Wilson cloud chamber, a Geiger counter, samples of radioactive ores,
and nuclear spheres. Of these, we ~,
haven't the remotest idea what a
spinthariscope, an electroscope, ( and nuclear spheres are. The
cloud chamber, according to the
ad, is some sort of gadget that
allows one to see the tracks of
alpha particles speeding at 12,500 1
miles per second. The Geiger ~
counter, of course, sniffs out radioactive ores and the manufacturer
is careful to point out that there
is a $w,ooo bonus on such finds.
lfN LINE
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We are tempted to buy the set Gilded Youth
as an investment. Why put a child W E ARE somewhat better
to work peddling papers when he
versed on the subject of big
might be earning $w,ooo bonuses? girls, and it is with some satisfacBut all work and no play makes tion that we note that girls will
Jack a dull boy. For relaxation be girls, even in a Communist
after a busy day counting Geiger state. And that is the core of a
clicks there is a real toy television problem which is currently conset with sound and 7-inch screen fronting the puritan Communists
for only $19.95. The set operates of Poland.
with black and white films availCommunism, which in its salad
able at $1.75 and $2.75 apiece. Or, years was pretty free and easy in
if Jack is the more active type, the area of personal morality, has
there is the Hop-a-long Cassidy become more and more blueShooting Gallery with which, for stocking with the advancing years
$3.00, the child can work off the until today it comes very close to
irritations of a busy day in simu- being the strictest and most purilated homicide. The moral ques- tan of all social systems. By comtion that might arise from such parison with a Young Commuan amusement has evidently been nist, the members of our church
foreseen by the manufacturer be- young people's societies would
cause the targets are bandits- seem not only frivolous but down"they've just robbed the stage- right loose.
coach and they've got to be
Miss B. Jankowska, however,
stopped."
is not going to let Communism
Our research into toys for little get in the way of her being a girl.
girls has been only perfunctory. In a letter to the Warsaw Standar
ci We notice, though, that the trend
Mlodych (Standard of Youth) as
toward more and more lifelike reported by the New York Times,
dolls continues. There is, we sus- Miss Jankowska bluntly tells the
pect, a limit beyond which any ad- Union of Polish Youth that she
ditional verisimilitude will inhibit "makes up" because she wants to
rather than encourage the mater- look nice and be attractive. Furnal instinct. Manufacturers had thermore, she says that she is
--' better look carefully lest they bored by such questions as the
choke off their future market at development of education in the
its source.
new China. "That is all very
well at forty," Miss Jankowska
says, "but I have no intention of

8
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turning into an ascetic. I am
young and lucky enough to have
survived the war and have a right
to live as I like. Union of Polish
Youth meetings, discussions, and
some artistic shows are not enough
for me." So there!
Needless to say, Miss Jankowska's letter started things humming in Warsaw. One of her
earnest contemporaries replied:
"What does Comrade J. know
about exceeding the production
target? That is happiness." Another reminded her that "if as a
member of the party I marry a
reactionary who will lead me away
from the ideology of Marxism and
Leninism" that is no longer a
private matter. A third reader
said that the letter "almost sanctions debauchery and demoralization."
Well now. We suspect that Miss
.Jankowska suffers from nothing
more serious than good health.
She has probably never read Herrick, but she would agree with
him that we must, if we are to
gather rosebuds at all, gather them
while we may. Such an attitude
would, of course, be repugnant to
any puritan, be he of the New
England variety or the Warsaw
variety. But we find it delightful.
It has been our experience that
youth, at its worst, seldom sins
as grievously as those of us who
have reached maturer years. For
the sins of youth are the sins of

ardor and passion and searching.
Our sins, like our loves and loyalties, are cold and dull-more often
matters of habit and expediency
than matters of ardent compulsion. What we like to call selfcontrol is, more often than not,
mere loss of appetite. And by the
same token we assume that young
people do as a matter of course
all sorts of things that we would
do if we thought we could get
away with them.
All of this has, of course, no
immediate bearing on Miss Jankowska's letter. But we can't help
saluting this gallant girl who dares
to snap her fingers at the Red
scribes and Pharisees and dares
to value her young womanhood
above the dull morality of a cheerless ideology.

Song for Our Times
have trickled into this
office for an explanation of
the popularity of the tiresome
"Goodnight, Irene." Some of our
correspondents were at pains to
point out that the lyrics make
little sense and that the melody,
beyond a swinginess which makes
it easy to remember, is as undistinguished as the words.
Our explanation requires that
one accept the principle that
prophecy may be spoken as well
through an unworthy messenger
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as through a saint. Balaam, Saul,
and Caiaphas all prophesied without in any way understanding or
accepting the burden of their
prophecy. And so perhaps has
prophecy been spoken in our day
through the only voices that can
still reach through to the masses
of the people-the radio, the juke
box, and the popular song.
"Irene" is identified in our dictionary as "the goddess of peace,
daughter of Zeus and Themis and
one of the Horae; the Roman
Pax." And so perhaps the time
has come for us to say goodnight
to Irene, the Roman Pax, the goddess of peace. And perhaps "Goodnight, Irene" will someday take
its place as a valediction beside
Sir Edward Grey's famous "The
lights have gone out all over Europe," spoken at the beginning of
World War I.
And we shall see her only in
our dreams.

King and Sage
wo wonderful old nonagenarwho left the imprint of
their personalities on the whole
of the first half of our century
left us just as the century approached its midpoint. In so many
ways they were antithetical to
each other. But under the surface,
they had a great deal in common.
The one was a king, Gustaf V

T ians
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of Sweden. The other was a playwright, critic, vegetarian, philosophical gadfly, and epigrammatist, George Bernard Shaw. Their
stations and callings were worlds
apart and their roles in the world
of the twentieth century could almost be said to have been played
on utterly different stages. But
both were prototypes of a species
which is approaching extinction,
the nineteenth century liberal.
Each in his own way, Gustaf
and Shaw exemplified the liberal
mind which abhorred the doctrinaire narrowness of the Left as
much as it abhorred the rigid traditionalism of the Right. Neither
of them would be quite accepted
by the contemporary liberal whose
liberalism, so-called, springs in
many cases not from an inner set
of convictions but from a salmonlike drive to push upstream because that is the way the rest of
the pack is going. A distinguishing mark of nineteenth-century
liberalism at its best was a blithe
lack of concern about "trends"
and "movements" and a sober
concern for one's own freedom
and br the freedom of other people.
And that concept of freedom,
although Gustaf was probably not
aware of it and Shaw would certainly h ave denied it, was one of
the byproducts of Christian faith
which man was able to hold onto
for awhile after he had abandoned

10
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the faith itself. As we move farther and farther from the age of
faith, we lose one by one the precious byproducts of the faith. The
end of the line is the concept of
soul-less man, Marx's economic
animal. And any observer who is
at all capable of discerning the
signs of our times can see that the
American secular liberal and the
American secular conservative are
not much farther from the end of
the line than is the Russian dialectical materialist.

tions for athletic coaches. Since
most of us are of European descent, we had at least a passing
interest in the "old country" and
our n ewspapers and magazines
kept us, if not informed on what
was happening in Europe, at least
aware of the fact that there was
such a place as Europe.
But Asia could just as well h ave
been one of the moons of Saturn.
J apan was the land of the Mikado
and China the home of Fu Manchu. There was a road to Mandalay and the ladies on Bali didn't
wear blouses and in India there
was something called suttee which
U. S. Policy in Asia
was either a drink or a bench or
NE of our readers, evidently
a form of self-destruction. Pearl
concerned about the conti- Buck, good girl, had made a few
nental mess we have gotten into in people as conscious of China as
Asia, wants us to explain the his- Kipling had made them conscious
torical development of the Amer- of India but Dr. John Lossing
ican Far Eastern policy and the Buck's scholarly report on Chipresentday elements of that policy. nese agriculture which was more
Why he should have supposed significant and revealing than all
that we would be able to en- of his former wife's works put tolighten him is hard to say but we gether was hardly known outside
will try to answer as well as we academic circles.
know how.
It is not surprising, then, that
To understand our position in actually we have never had a Far
Asia, it is first of all necessary to Eastern policy. There was, of
realize that the average American course, the business called "The
knows nothing about the world. Open Door," but that was not so
For that fact, we can thank sev- much a policy as a pious hope
eral generations of school admin- and a hope which, like most other
istrators who thought that the role pious hopes in this naughty old
of geography in the high school world of ours, deceived us the first
and college curriculum was to time someone got around to seriprovide respectable academic posi- ously challenging it.
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As of now, we still have no Far
Eastern policy. At the moment,
we have the next best thing to a
policy. Lacking a policy of our
own, we at least know what policy
we are against. What we are
against is any change in the status
quo, a very dangerous policy because even when there are no
Communists around to trouble
the waters the status quo refuses
to stay quo for very long at a
time.
What is the remedy? The government can call in those among
us who, first of all, believe that
the problems of Asia are, above
all else, human problems rather
than abstract philosophical or
ideological problems; who, secondly, can approach the Asiatic
respectfully and sympathetically
with neither the condescension of
the "white man's burden school"
nor the wide-eyed naivete of the
professional do-gooder; who,
thirdly, know Asia from first-hand
experience and from life-long interest in Asiatic affairs; and who,
fourthly, are not committed to
the preservation of systems whose
only virtue is that they are op·
posed to the same forces that we
are opposed to. There are such
people in the United States and,
like any good citizen, they are
willing to contribute their part
to the defense of our institutions
in a peaceful world. They are not,
however, willing to move into

11

spots in which they would be constandly over-ridden by the bunglers who have gotten us into this
situation nor are they willing to
make themselves targets for smear
campaigns.
The fat is, of course, already in
the fire and it may already be too
late to pull it out without getting
ourselves badly burned. But if
we want it out, we are not going
to get it out by sitting and waiting for a miracle to happen.

War and Cheesecake
HAT are we going to do
about this picture here in
the paper? It shows two veterans
of the fighting in Korea (background) having the comics read
to them by a rather vacant-faced
female (foreground), togged out
in Hollywood's version of a Santa
Claus suit. Underneath is a caption which is just too precious
for words, to wit: "Back in the
United States was the Christmas
wish of Korean war wounded at
base hospital in Camp Pendleton,
Calif., but they did not object
when a Hollywood studio sent
pretty starlets dressed as Santa
Claus' helpers to see what they
wanted for Christmas."
Aside from the fact that this
particular starlet isn't even pretty, the whole picture is a study in
vulgarity. A hospital is, by defini-

W
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tion, an institution for the care
of the sick and injured. It is not
a suitable setting for a cheap publicity gag. Wounded soldiers are
entitled to our respect and gratitude. It is an insult to use them
as foils for an ambitious gosling
with a mass-produced face and a
so-so pair of legs. The desire of
fighting men to spend Christmas
at home with their families is a
hunger which gnaws at the vitals
of men. It makes a singularly inappropriate gimmick for "topical"
press-agentry.
It is enough to ask men to give
up families and friends and freedom to fight our battles. If Hollywood does not know what the
war is about or how adult men
and women meet the facts of life
and death, let it keep its nose in
its own piddling little business
and let the rest of us get on with
the war.

Hints to the G.O.P.
of the most obvious questions raised by the recent
elections is why the Republicans
do well in the mid-term elections
and then fall flat on their faces
in presidential years. We do not
pretend to know the answer but
we could suggest a few considerations that might be worth study
on the part of Republican leaders.
For reasons that we do not have

O
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the space to discuss here, most
Americans seem either to be members of the Democratic party or
at least to be inclined toward that
party. There is always a certain
political inertia in a democratic
society. During the long Republican period after the Civil War, the
Republican party was the beneficiary of that inertia. Since 1933,
the Democrats have benefited by
it. The tendency to stick with the
party in power until some major
crisis forces a rethinking of the
whole basic philosophy of government operates in favor of the party in power so that while the
voters may express restiveness or
reproof at the midterm they will
stick with the party in a presidential election. Unless the Republican party can convince the people
that there is a real and present
crisis involving the basic idea of
what government is and does, they
are not likely to regain the presidency.
Our second observation would
be one which has been suggested
several times before. The Democratic party is historically a loose
(at times almost anarchic) conglomeration of dissimilar elements
built around and dominated by
strong personalities. The Republicans are much better organized
and their leaders have been the
creatures of the party rather than
the architects of the party. In our
generation, the people are look-
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ing for strong men, not for wellconstructed, carefully-written programs. The people have been too
often deceived by platforms. They
do not compare program with
program but man with man. And
Tom Dewey suffered on the national scene from the same disadvantages that the straight-A
student suffers from in a highschool student council election.
Our third observation would be
that the people generally see no
real difference between parties.
Since there is no apparent difference, why replace a known and
familiar quantity with an unknown quantity? Some day the
Republicans will get wise to this
and will quit trying to pretend
that they have a radically new and
better program to present and will
campaign on an issue which everybody will be able to grasp: that
the overlong control of a democratic government by one party
is dangerous (as the Republicans
can testify from their own experience) and that irrespective of
programs it is time to shake up
the old familiar faces in Washington and introduce new men
and new ideas.
And, finally, it is time for the
Rt>publicans to become a little
more consistent. For the past eight
years or more, the Republican
way has been pointed out by Senator Robert A. Taft. He alone of
the rna jor party leaders has stated
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the Republican pos1t1on in constructive, concrete terms. In November, he bet his political life
on his convictions and won a
thumping vote of confidence in
perhaps the most typical state of
the Union. To many of us who
still eye the party as such with
many misgivings, Taft is a symbol
of integrity and of intelligent opposition. The Republican party,
by accepting his leadership, has
morally committed itself to his
nomination. If he is "Mr. Republican," it is the party's duty to
nominate him for the presidency
in 1952 and give the voters a clearcut set of issues.

Postscripts to Victory
words would seem to be
in order now that the sound
and fury of the elections have died
away and the candidates have
either had time to reflect on the
duties that confront them or lay
plans for the next election.
There are two things we want
to make clear before we launch
into the burden of our criticism.
First of all, we thank God for the
increasingly greater number of
able, high-minded men and women who are offering themselves for
public office. If their number were
greater, the criticism we are about
to make would be less necessary.
Secondly, we believe fervently in

A
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representative government and we tue and reform and fair-dealing
believe that such government from the platform while his
functiom best under a two-party henchmen are busy rounding up
system. So let us have no com- any sort of support that may be
plaints that we are trying to available, who confuses the issue
undermine respect for our dem- by harping on national issues if
ocratic institutions.
he is the candidate for a local
Our criticism is directed at office and by harping on local isthose very individuals and groups sues if he is a candidate for nawho, with the flag wrapped about tional office.
them, have done more than any
This criticism, obviously, is not
patently subversive group or any directed primarily at either party.
hostile foreign government to en- Neither party covered itself with
danger the security and well-being any great glory last November.
of our institutions. These indi- Both parties brazened their way
viduals and groups range all the through scandals which would
way from the "respectable" party have shocked the people if they
big shots who write platforms that had not already lost their respect
mean nothing because they prom- for political parties.
ise everything down to the wardThere was a ruler m Israel
heeler who herds his quota of
many centuries ago who, like
dollar-a-head bums and tombstones into the polling booths in some in our times, thought that
return for the few crumbs of political power placed him above
patronage that fall to him from moral responsibility. But one day
a prophet came to him and told
the bosses' table.
him
that by his rejection of knowlOur criticism is directed more
edge
he had incurred the rejection
specifically at the candidate who
of
God.
St. Paul warns us that
Is all things to all men, who
doesn't care where he hits his op- those Old Testament anecdotes
ponent as long as he hits him, who were written for our warning. The
sells his freedom to serve all of the men who wield political power in
people by accepting the financial our time and in our country
support of special interests, who would do well to take cognizance
withholds information affecting of the fact that they are accounthis fitness to serve in the office able to Him who knows the
which he seeks, who preaches vir- thoughts and intents of the heart.
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PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
B Y

0.

Dear Son:
Perhaps this is the worst possible time for my Christmas letter
to you this year. . . . This morning you began the day in one of
those sudden black moods which
seem to be a part of childhood.
. . . When they came to you, you
may remember-on some far, quiet
night-! was always puzzled a nd
bewildered. . . . What you do in
those moments of moral shadow
is related, I am sure, to the hate
and fear which brought several
thousand American boys to death
in the hills of Korea. . . . Our
sins, large and small, are all in
one basket . ... Your disobedience,
my anger, the atomic bomb-they
are all of one piece . ... The sad
reflection of our continuing humanity, our earth-bound sailing
of all the relations of life, ourin a good, old, solid word-sinfulness. . . . So we are and so we
shall remain . . . despite Christmas....
But I hope that one day you

P.

K R E T

Z M A N N

will remember too that after you
had been punished we sat in the
big chair in the corner and listened to Christmas music. . . .
Together we wondered how it
would be this year . . . if there
would be snow again . . . if the
tree we would buy from our friend
at the edge of town would be as
large as it was last year and how
we would bring it home ... and
if there would be new songs for
you to sing in church on Christmas Eve . . . as the great, silent
dusk of the holy night came down
once more over our land and our
souls . . . and even you, now six
years old, would touch and feel
some of the wordless wonder of
the Virgin, the sleeping Child and
the stable lighted with a spark of
heaven .. . .
Do you remember that one of
the Christmas cards we received
last year was a picture of the baby
sleeping in bed of straw and a
donkey standing over Him, almost
touching Him with an inquiring
nose? We liked it because it
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seemed to tell the story, the real
story of Christmas much better
than all the pictures of angels
and churches and stars by which
our good friends tried to share
their joy with us . . . . Our Lord,
our eternal God, and a donkey
looking with kind and questioning eyes at His Creator. . . . Perhaps the donkey was trying to
keep Him warm because some
observers of nature have said that
animals are strangely fascinated
by any new-born creature and
will sometimes stand for hours in
silent vigil over it. . . .
But whatever the donkey was
doing there so close to the Child,
you must know that he is a very
comforting and consoling donkey.
. . . You see, he is lower, much
lower, in the order of creation
than we are .... The strange and
cruel gods which men have created
in all the years and worship even
in our time would never be found
in the company of a donkey ... .
For them there must be palaces
and gold and precious stones and
great processions and men shouting in the streets. . . . But our
God, now incarnate in the little
boy in the manger, is not like
that. . . . He came to the lowly
cradle of straw in the garments
of poverty, in His own chosen
littleness, to be laid in the flickering light of a lamp, to be greeted
by unlettered shepherds and
watched by the gentle donkey... .

I hope that you will never forget
that. ... The Baby, you see, could
have summoned all creation to
His service, all space and all time,
the succession of powers and seasons and creatures, all Wisdom
and all Power ... everything....
And He chose, with open, eternal
eyes, only a stable, some straw
and a donkey. . . . Please remember that, will you, when our
preacher says something about His
lowliness on Christmas Eve . . .
this is what he means. . ..
And that is why I like the
simple little verses which I read
on Christmas many years ago ...
because the straw, the stable, the
shepherds and the donkey tell us
how much He loved, even beyond
and beneath us, His whole creation ..
THE VOLUNTEER
No conscript, He the Heavens trod,
By no constraint was born of Mary;
The advent of the Son of God
Was voluntary.
They did not get the room they
sought,
The food they needed was not
granted,
And this was just exactly what
Our Saviour wanted.
A stable was His nursery,
Those little feet and hands were
frozen.
He bore the hardships patiently
Which He had chosen.

"fj
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Angelic choirs proclaimed His birth,
But only simple shepherds heard
them.
To all the embassies of canh
He had preferred them.
~

No servants waited at His bed:
Two shy and silly creatures eyed
HimThe ox and ass He had decreed
Should be beside Him.
He wanted to be poor and cold,
A waif, a refugee, a stranger,
Lying little, two hours old
Within a manger.
In this wise was our ransom paid.
He built the crib, He threw the hay
in.
It was the b ed Himself had made
That Jesus lay in.

All this seems very surprising.
. . And yet there is an inner
divine logic about it which I hope
you will not overlook in the years
when Christmas will be more
thoughtful for you than it is now.
.: . . . He had to be so lowly so
that everybody-the children, the
poor, the desolate, the condemned
-would know that He had come
for them. . . . At a manger you
cannot be afraid . . . . You can
wonder and listen for His cry and
watch for His smile but you need
never be afraid again. . . .
But the wonder remains . . .
for you and for all of us who have
been given the grace to see beyond the manger and the donkey

..
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the wistful longing of four thousand years, the amazing reality o£
the Lamb of God, the fact that He
who lighted the stars and set the
planets in their way, who heaped
up the mountains and walled in
the sea now reached, with tiny,
helpless hands, for a piece of straw
and the soft hair of His mother's
head .... That is the wonder. ...
And then, when you remember
what a difference His coming has
made to the world since that
night ... how Rome, and Greece,
the legions and the laws, fell down
before His power ... how untold
millions have loved Him, adored
Him, and died for Him ... how
nothing in the world is ever the
same after He comes. . . . When
you remember that the wonder
grows until it fills heaven and
earth and the angels listen and
Christmas becomes a great quietness of light . . . of eternal light
... taking us, our unquiet souls
into its warmth . . . and giving
us the power to trust, to believe,
to grow humble and kneel on the
floor of the stable ... when you
remember all that, no one can
ever take the wonder from your
heart and there will always be a
great stillness in the inner recesses
of your soul. . .
Perhaps that is the way we
should come to Christmas this
year. . . . Our century is at noon
and the world is at midnight....
You for whom life is still early
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morning, and I, for whom it is
long past noon, will walk hand
in hand on Christmas Eve. . . .
There will be stars in the sky,
white and blue, silently singing.
. . . Orion and Sirius and Aide-

baran whirling in their courses as
they did two thousand years ago.
... "But we shall walk in a greater
and longer light, in the good company of the Child, still and unafraid, into Christmas morning....

The soul may not and must not find contentment in
any other thing but the highest Good, which has made
her and which is the fountain of her life and blessedness.
Therefore God wills to be the One to whom the soul
shall cleave and in whom she shall believe. Neither is
there aught but God alone to whom belongs the honour
that all creatures should believe in Him. Therefore God
is come and was made Man, and has sacrificed Himself
for man, has drawn him to Himself and called him
by His name, that he should believe in Him. For God
did not need to come and be made man, but rather was
if needful and profitable for us.
Martin Luther, Sermons from the Year 1526

~hr

Qhristmas
(Oarlend
l1T HEN

the bells ring out this
Christmas Eve, the twentieth century will have come to
within one week of its midpoint.
For most of us, this is our cen.., tury. These are the years in which
we and our generation have written history. That history is the
background against which succeeding centuries, if there are any,
will judge us.
This Christmastime is, therefore,
a proper time for sober reflection.
. ., After January 1, 1951, there will
be progressively less time left to
correct the mistakes of our century than there has been to make
them, less time to cleanse the rec. ~ ord than there was to dirty it.
Indeed, we must reckon with the
t possibility that this century, which
was born amid such hope and expectation fifty years ago, has already been stained beyond cleans~

..

ing and that anything we do in
the years that still remain may be
too little and too late to redeem
its reputation.
We of the CRESSET believe that
the great question that confronts
our age or any other age is the
puzzled question of Pilate, "What
shall I do with Jesus Who is
called the Christ?" Beneath all of
the . tinsel and holly and excitement of Christmas there is still
the Jesus Who was called, and
claimed to be, the Christ. What
shall we do with Him? What did
men do with Him fifty years ago
this Christmas Eve? What did they
do with Him this past half-century? What are we doing with
Him today?
In the answers to the first two
of these questions we may find
the clue to an understanding of
the mistakes of these past fifty
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years. In the answer to the third
question we may find some clue
to the shape of things to come.
For when the Word was made
flesh, history arrived at a point
upon which everything that had
gone before focused and from
which everything that was to come
radiated. To try to understand
history without the Incarnation
would be as fruitless as trying to
describe a circle without fixing its
center. Man's activities these past
nineteen and a half centuries, in
whatever field, have lain along
radii leading back to Bethlehem.
It is against the background of
this view of history that the
CRESSET associates look back this
Christmas over the half-century
that separates us from the nineteenth century and survey the
literature, arts, and public affairs
of this first half of the twentieth
century as each of these divisions
of man's interest confronts the
Christmas message. The task is by
no means a modest one and our
performance of it is limited by
the space at our disposal and the
exceedingly limited perspective of
observers who have been too intimately a part of the subj ect
of their observation.
Happily, our Lord does not require His stewards to be brilliant,
or even accurate, but only faithful. We have tried to report faithfully the story of these years as
well as we can understand it. And

if our understanding is dim, it is
because we have not sighted clearly back along the line to Bethlehem. For that, and for so many
other things, we ask the Child's
forgiveness this Christmas and we
rejoice that, before we ask, we
receive.

..
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NNUMERABLE evidences of the
eternal goodness of God come
clearly into view as we survey the
vast field of art from the vantage
point of the middle of the twentieth century. The Lord has
blessed us with much that is fine,
beautiful, noble, and uplifting.
In the Christmas season of 1950
we reflect above all on God's
greatest gift to sinful mankind.
We consider anew that His unfathomable mercy moved Him to
give us His Son as our Redeemer.
Throughout the ages Christian
artists have, in countless ways,
paid tribute to God's boundless
love. The mercy of our Heavenly
Father has been a powerful source
of inspiration in the far-flung domain of the arts. Even those artists
who, prompted by the Evil One,
have undertaken to use their gifts
for the purpose of making light
of the religion of Jesus Christ
h ave, by the very energy of their
futile effor ts, acknowledged that
Holy Writ's message to this sin-
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infested world is filled to overflowing with tremendous power.
Christ Himself was a great artist. His discourses, as recorded
by the Evangelists, must be numbered among the imperishable
., masterpieces of literature. No one
but the eternal Son of God could
have spoken with such love; no
one but the Savior of mankind
could have castigated sin and unrepentant sinners with such fiery
and devastating eloquence.
Holy Writ, with its message of
forgiveness and the true way of
life, is by far the greatest artistic
achievement of all time. For ages
it has inspired artists to devote
their gifts to the glory of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost.
0 that we could have been in
the company of the shepherds on
the plains of Bethlehem when the
multitude of the heavenly hosts
sang of glory to God, of peace,
and of good will! Would that it
had been our privilege to hear the
most sublime and ennobling concert ever presented to an audience
made up of human beings! We
know that we shall listen to many
such paeans of praise after we have
been translated into the heavenly
mansions, but while we are still
here on earth let us think constantly of the song the angels
sang to the shepherds when Christ
was born in Bethlehem.
Our good and gracious Lord has

bestowed upon great masters the
ability to indite magnificent songs
of praise to the newborn King.
He has blessed us with many
wonderful Christmas carols, many
paintings, many works of sculpture, and many fine writings that
deal in a powerful way with the
Christmas message. We thank Him
for His innumerable gifts in the
field of the arts, but we know
that man's efforts to pay tribute
to the mercy of the Lord will pale
into weakness when we enter our
heavenly home to hear the songs
of the celestial hosts.
It is possible that in this turbulent world the smashed atom may
eventually smash the arts into
nothingness; but the atom, with
all its might, will never be able
to obliterate from the hearts of
true Christians the soul-saving
message contained in the song
which the angels of heaven sang
to the shepherds when the Son of
God was made flesh.

~
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l71 HATEVER doubts the scientists
\lll{ may have had about traditional Christianity, however dubious the philosophers may have
been about revealed truth, the
statesmen of the Year of Our Lord
1900 looked with benign approval
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upon religion. Wilhelm II of Germany even conceded the Eternal a
share (although perhaps a minority interest) in his dominion with
his motto, "Ich und Gott." William McKinley, looking back upon the recently-ended war with
Spain, discerned in its outcome
the workings of a benevolent Providence. Only in France was there
a European government that was
unfriendly toward the church and
even there the breach was being
healed by the conciliatory policies
of the Waldeck-Rousseau ministry.
And so on Christmas Eve, 1900,
there was nothing ironical about
the song of peace and goodwill.
Peace, understood as the absence
of war, was an accomplished fact
in every part of the world except,
of course, in the barbarous Balkans and among those lesser
breeds without the law in Asia and
Africa. Even for these areas the
prospects for peace were bright for
there was no shortage of Western
statesmen who were willing to
move into such areas and pacify
them.
Looking back now, it would be
easy to write off the statesmen of
1900 as hypocrites masquerading
the selfish interests of their own
countries under the cloak of Christian morality. But such an explanation is altogether too glib.
In fairness to probably the greater
number of Western statesmen, it

must be said that they really believed that they believed what
they professed to believe. And why
should they not have believed?
Like the crowds on the first Pentecost, every nation heard God
speak in its own language-in the ~ I
United States and Great Britain,
through popularly elected legisla- ,
tive bodies; in Germany and Austria, through the bureaucracy and
the aristocracy; in Russia, through
the Little Father. Nor was this
notion a convenient fiction in- ~
vented by the politicians and the
kings. Romans 13, combined with
I
the social status of the lords spiritual, gave the established political
I
systems not merely divine sanction
but divine authority.
Thus it was that in 1914 it was
possible for righteous men to
choose sides against each other
in a righteous war upon the prosecution of which each side invoked
the blessing of the Prince of Peace.
And for four long and bitter years
Christmas came to Europe not in
the Gloria of angel choirs but
in the lamentation of Rachel
weeping for her children.
Christmas 1950-one generation
and one and a half wars removed
from 1918. Again the weeping 1of Rachel. And what of the statesmen of 1950? Like their predecessors of fifty years ago, the statesmen of 1950 really believe that
they believe what they profess to
believe. And the tragedy of it is

-.
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that they really do believe, or act
as though they believed, essentially the same things that the
statesmen of 1900 believed-that
God can be naturalized as a citizen of one's state, that His will
and the will of one's nation are
synonymous, that He speaks
through the voice of one's people,
and that patriotism is the equivalent of godliness. Wherever Herod
has died, Archelaus reigns in his
stead and the Child is still in
exile.
There is, however, one distinctive difference between the thinking of 1950 and that of 1900. The
statesmen of 1goo did not really
think that war was a probability
strong enough to be taken into
account in their conduct of international affairs. The statesmen
of 1950, by contrast, see peace as
an improbability. Perhaps we may
entertain the faint hope that once
more the thinking of the statesmen may be confounded by the
course of events.
But the Child has left His mark
also upon the public affairs of
this half century. The slow, quiet
working of His Spirit has leavened
also our political institutions so
that we have seen in our time
a growing mass of legislation
designed to improve the lot of
workers and women and children,
to safeguard the rights if once
inferior people, and to remove

the blight of colonialism in wide
areas of the earth.
And there is the hope, this
Christmas, that that same leaven,
working quietly and slowly in the
area of international affairs, may
yet be the saving of our world .
The Child is a King and His will,
which we know is good and gra- ·
cious and merciful, will be done
on earth as it is in heaven.

~
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nTITH a hurried word of grati-

\lll{ tude the last student left
the office and disappeared into
the snow whirling across the campus. The professor settled wearily
into his chair. For three hours he
had advised and counselled
anxious freshmen who needed encouragement before they would go
home for Christmas. Now there
were still some hard letters to
write: "It seems to me that Elsie
would be happier working at a
job" ... "J olm is worried about
the draft" . . . "Tom does not
seem to be well" ... He closed his
eyes for a moment, trying to shut
out the vision of parents whose
Christmas would not be made
happier by a letter from him.
There were other things too.
On the shelves of books before
him, one section was unlabelled.
In his mind the missing label was
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clear and accusing: "Unread." If
Professor Jones at Johns Hopkins
could see them! The tools of his
profession unused, the garments
of the scholar not worn! Twenty
years ago, on a stormy afternoon
like this, Professor Jones had told
him that he could become a
scholar, that the steady pushing
of the boundaries of knowledge
should be the work of his life.
He remembered how happy he
had been. Life was now clear and
straight. Some of his dreams, of
course, had come true. There were
a few books on the shelves with
his name on their covers. People
called him a scholar. He had read
papers before learned societies.
Professor Jones had written only
six months ago that he was very
proud of him.
But there was still that great
emptiness this December afternoon. A few new formulas and
the expansion of some old oneswas this the total contribution
of twenty years? No more than
that?
He walked to the window.
Across the quadrangle the wet
snow had covered the gray roof
of the old Music building. There
were lights in some of the rooms.
In a sudden gesture he threw
open the window. There were
sounds from the lighted roomssounds beyond knowledge and
scholarship, above time and place.
He recognized the strains, the

music with which simple people, 'believing people were again greeting Christmas. He closed his tired
eyes for a moment. There was
that remembered simplicity, that
sweet, deceptive simplicity which
had been a part of his childhood, ~ :
the excommunication of the failures of the past, the sanctifying ,..
of the future, the availability of
God in a Child. Was it really
possible? This slow and quiet story
of a Child in Whose hands, as in
a cup, was the distillation of all " I
of life and knowledge? There was _.
an urgency in the music-"Praise
God the Lord; ye sons of men"the urgency of a friend long unvisited, the power of an everlasting need. Perhaps this was the
answer to his loneliness, the taking away of the terror of the years,
the profoundly compassionate love
of an all-knowing God for us who
I
now know only in part.
He closed the window and re1
turned to his desk. The room was
I
cold, and the wind in the chapel
tower sang of fear. He reached for
the light and ran his eye over
the books on the shelf beside
him. Slowly, almost fearfully, he
touched one of them. It was small
and worn, a little volume he had
picked up for twenty-five cents
many years ago. He took it down
from the shelf, blew the dust from
its top and turned to the second
chapter of the Gospel according
to St. Luke.
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1Chc Blisc Blrn i'till a::omc
NE of the most heralded books
of the closing nineteenth century was Ernst Haeckel's The
Riddle of the Universe) published
in 18gg. Greeted by many as modern man's Credo for the twentieth
century, Haeckel's book has become practically a museum-piece
in the brief span of fifty years.
And the power that has made
the Riddle ridiculous is the power
of Him in whom the riddle of the
universe was solved-the Child of
Christmas. For Haeckel, there was
no need of a Christ. A study of
man's development from his brute
past had convinced the philosopher that the humanity which
had risen so far by its own power
would be able to make it the rest
of the way to perfection. There
was no need for any god to intervene in human life, for man was
his own source of good.
It may have been possible for
~ a philosopher to say this in 18gg,
but the last fifty years have shown
the terrifying power of the demonic in man and his almost unlimited capacity for evil. They
have also shown that man cannot
be sure of the world and the
~ universe around him, for the universe remains a riddle. At the
middle of the twentieth century,
philosophical man is still trying
to solve that riddle.
"If I had one question to ask

O
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the Sphinx," said John Dewey,
"I would ask: Is the universe
friendly?" That's a good question,
so good that the Sphinx does not
have the answer. Indeed, no creature can give the answer. He who
would discover the friendliness of
the universe must look to the
Creator of the universe. And he
who would discover the Creator of
the universe must look to the
manger and the Cross.
"Is the universe friendly?"
Though generalizations are dangerous, it seems safe to see in that
question one of the basic quests
of modern philosophy. Derived
from that question, and from the
answer one may offer to it, is the
problem of man and of his own
destiny in the friendly or unfriendly universe.
By the event of Christmas, God
has shown men that His intentions
with them are serious and that the
universe is friendly. For in the
crying of the Child there speaks
the voice of Him whose sound is
as that of many waters, who holds
the universes in the palm of His
hand, and who will not permit the
sun to smite thee by day, nor the
moon by night.
Many philosophers have learned
by this time that they must look
beyond the universe to solve the
riddle of the universe. They know
that the universe will not of itself
yield the stubborn secret of its
meaning and purpose, but they
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do not know how to rise above
the universe and history to find
that meaning and purpose.
Precisely because man could not
rise above the universe and history, God descended the stairway
of Christmas into the universe
and history to make Himself available there. What men could not
discover with all their wisdom
and speculation, that God has conferred and granted in the birth
and life and death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Philosophy has begun to learn
the right questions. Perhaps that
is all it can do as philosophy. But
the philosopher can do more. Having asked the right questions, he
can find the right answers in Him
who is and who was and who is
to come. Many modern men have
begun to find those answers, too.
Christmas at mid-century-the
permanent and the passing-can
bring to modern wise men, too,
the meaning of the stars and the
source of all good. "Is the universe
friendly?" "We have seen His
star in the east and are come to
worship Him."

~
"i £1m a 11iing"
~ o JEsus, whose birth in time
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and space the Christian world
observes this month, replied to
Pilate's question, "Art Thou a
king then?" King He was before

His birth. King of the universe
which was made by Him and
which coheres in Him. King over
all thrones, dominions, principalities, and powers. King over all
things visible and invisible. King
and Head of His Church.
Not so long ago it was fashionable to take Christ's kingship not
too seriously. We remember the
days when theologians split Jesus
Christ into Jesus and Christ.
When they sought to piece together evidences for the historical ,.
Jesus and to dispose of the Christ
believed in by early Christians as
myth and superstition. We remember the days when scientists, not
knowing what to do with Jesus,
with reckless cocksureness consigned Him to the limbo of the
Unknowable. When students of "
comparative religion assigned to
Him a modest niche in the pantheon of Moses, Socrates, and
Buddha. We remember the days
when sociologists made Him out
"the best of men" who most eloquently lived the Golden Rule.
We remember the days when
Spencerian optimism which then
controlled so large a part of American thought found no room for
the King of kings in its sky-scraping structure of endless upward
growth. And we remember, too,
the days when the Church paid
homage to Him as its Head but
apologetically left the rulership of
the world to kings and princes

•
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and demonic and nihilistic forces.
"I am a king." Our day has
again been compelled to admit
that He is King of kings and Lord
of lords. That He rules the nations with an iron hand. That all
1 events in the cosmos must be related to Him. That He is the
fixed center of the universe. That
every system of thought, scientific,
philosophic, and otherwise, which
refuses to accord Him the dominant place, is by that much a
,.. faulty system and will collapse.
That through His birth grace and
truth came into the world of men.
We note the many titles of inspiring books written in recent
years on the subject "The Kingship of Christ," "Christ the Lord,"
"Christ the King." We note that
it has become possible for theologians in Europe to sit down with
Werner Heisenberg and other
physicists and to hear of their
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efforts to state their scientific findings within the framework of the
supremacy of Christ. We note that
all efforts at uniting Protestant
Christendom have proceeded from
the inescapable recognition that
Christ is the eternal King and
divine Lord of all. We note that
all the followers of the cross
trembling at the satanic power of
the hammer and the sickle find
common ground in the recognition of Christ as King and Lord.
More clearly than for decades the
invitation of Robert Grant rings
across the past century:
Oh, worship the King
All glorious above;
Oh, gratefully sing
His pow'r and His love,
Our Shield and Defender,
The Ancient of Days,
Pavilioned in splendor
And girded with praise!

Our Lord finds it necessary to warn us not to fear because there are three false fears that keep us away from
God: (1) We want to be saved, but not from our sins.
(2) We want to be saved, but not at too great a cost. (3)
We want to be saved in our way, not His.
Fulton J. Sheen, Peace of Soul
(Whittlesey House, 1949)

----------
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)VIagnificat

Extracts from Luther's sermons by

THEODORE GRAEBNER

~ I
When the Virgin was greeted by Elizabeth as mother of God, she acknowledged the welcome in that famous outburst of Hebrew poetry which is
chanted today in a thousand of the world's tongues as one of the greatest
of all spiritual songs. From its opening word, in the Latin rendering, it is
called The Magnificat. Luke 1:40-55.
Luther's translation, in his German Bible, is one of the gems of sacred
literature, and no text seems to have so gripped the Reformer when he sat
down to make it subject of a sermon. All his experiences of divine grace,
his battles and spiritual testings, his poetic talent and mastery of language,
seemed to unite into a supreme performance for the building up of his
hearers at the old Stadtkirche in Wittenberg. From one of these sermons,
taken down by two of his students in the year 1535, we quote a few extracts .

"ftl~ ~oul

1aoth ftlegnif~

the '1tord!"
This is speaking in Hebrew
phraseology. Where I would say
"I esteem this man highly," the
Hebrew would say, "My life and
soul exalt the Lord with all my
lips and heart!" She rejoices in
God her Savior. She acknowledges
the grace of God who had exalted
her above all women. No woman
has received such honor as the
mother of God, none such faith.
Whenever one can say in all sincerity that he has a merciful God,
his heart will flow over with joy.
In this, dear Mary, you have all

you need; and if you did not have
so much as a loaf of bread, you
have received so much in this joy
that you could live a hundred
years without eating a morsel of
food!
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"lite illoth 1Regordrd the '1Lo\\l
f:.stotr of ~is lll.andmoidrn 1"

Quite evidently, Mary was one
of the common people. Maybe an
orphan, pushed around and mis- ft. ,
treated; to me this looks as if she
had been a poor Cinderella, for
that is what her words meanneglected by all, though of the
lineage of David. It was because
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no one took the slightest interest
in her that she went to Elizabeth.
And she spoke in what follows,
from her own experience, from
the Scriptures, and from the Holy
Spirit. She says very truly that
God makes fools of the wise and
makes rich of the poor, and as in
the case of this Cinderella, re·
jects the rich and accepts a little
orphan child-for thus I hold her
to have been when at her agemaybe 15 or 16 years*-she abides
away from home for three months,
with Elizabeth. She suffered much,
was despised by her nearest relatives, and now God raises her
above all women that have ever
lived upon this globe of ours! And
many would not have thought
well enough of her to hire her
as a baby-sitter! But remember
that whoever does not undergo
suffering will never amount to
anything, while he who suffers
silently will be exalted!
The daughters of Caiaphas and
Hannas, where is their glory today? But Mary says-"All generations shall call me blessed" -not
because of her humility but because God performed His miracle
• Luther has argued this point at
length in his interpretation of the Nativity story.
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in her and made her the Savior's
mother.
And truly, this song is chanted
without ending-it is heard when
the little children, learning the
Creed, recite "conceived by the
Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin
Mary." And so let no one become
weak under affliction, or feel depressed because he is plying some
trade in obscurity-see what God
made of a humble girl! And when
the glorious event occurred and
Jesus was born-that was not the
end of affliction. What sorrows
she endured! Think of her sufferings when her Son, for all His
preaching of divine grace, was
subjected to blasphemy, and when
He was finally crucified before her
eyes!
One cannot describe what transcends all understanding - that
Christ the Son of God should be
born of a woman, so that Elizabeth could salute her as "the
mother of my Lord!" Yet He permits her to dwell in poverty, lays
no necklace about her throat nor
minted gold upon her bed-such
as He might have done-"He that
is mightyl"-mighty to make her
not only mother and virgin but
mother of God!

ASTROLABE
By
THEODORE GRAEBNER

SO THERE IS A PERSONAL
SATAN
Anyone who tries to counsel
men in this present age without acknowledging the existence
of an evil personal force referred
to in the Bible and Christian theology as Satan, we shall designate
as one who has no right to pose
as a teacher of the public in 1950.
That we are fighting spiritual
powers which will overwhelm this
world in a general blood-bath and
in a destruction of all that the human spirit has built up into the
civilization of the Christian era,
should be plain to anyone who is
able to look beyond the bare surface indications of the causes behind current events.
We have now had enough of
the verbiage that tells us we can
depend on the "American spirit,"
let us say, or on "our unlimited
resources of materials and the

£
W

democratic way of life," for the
preservation of our nation.
There is Mr. W. Ross McCain,
president of the National Fire
Underwriters, who delivered a
speech earlier in the year setting
forth the merits of the free enterprise system in terms we fully endorse, but placing on this system
a burden which it is unable to
carry. He made of the system of
free enterprise first a god, when
he said, "We exist only because
free enterprise thrives in a thousand fields of business," and then
called upon his National Board
to "face the atomic age confident
of our ability to survive because
our free enterprise system is still
the greatest human instrument
for the preservation of man's dignity."
This good man - and sincere
man, no doubt-hasn't the slightest conception of the powers we

y-
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shall shortly be up against in this THE PRINCE OF 1HE POWERS
"atomic age." A Baptist mission- OF 1HE AIR
ary, Dr. Frank P. Lide, who has ~ This is the striking phrase
recently come back from first hand ~ used by the Apostle Paul in
observation of the forces that are his letter to the Ephesians. He
just now making of the Far East refers to an evil spirit whose chara seething mass of the most vio- acter is marked by four strong
lent, destructive, and degrading tokens in which he unfailingly
human passions, has told us what reveals his presence: He is the
he offers as the only sound inter- champion of all liars, he is a
pretation of the situation. He in- murderer, he delights in moral
formed a Louisville Times re- filth, and he exercises a power far
porter that he understands what beyond the human. Jesus calls
he has witnessed in Communist him "the prince of this world." His
China because "I believe in a per- power is so great that he dared
sonal devil, and I think Satan is to tempt and fight the Son of God.
back of it."
To meet him with an abstraction
The peasant Communists he like "our free enterprise system"
had known had been "turned into is like meeting the slugs from a
an evil mob by the powers of super-bazooka with a feather dustdarkness," Dr. Lide declared.
er .
The reports he heard were that
Only a person blinded by the
"they organized the rabble, just Father of Lies can ignore the
anybody, so long as they were workings of this force right around
wicked, and the lowest class, and us .
The American record of crime
called them people's representatives. They seized landowners- has increased enormously over the
anybody with one acre of land- past seven years. The 1949 naand put them on a platform be- tional crime record was 4V2 per
fore the whole town for public cent above the previous year.
judgment. They took their prop- Throughout the nation one serierty, and many Christians died." ous offense took place every 18
"The battle for men's minds seconds. During the course of the
today is a puzzling thing," Dr. average day, 295 persons were
Lide said. "I think the only thing feloniously murdered or assaulted;
that has saved America so far is more than 1,100 persons were
the Christian church."
burglarized; more than 162 robberies committed; 440 cars stolen
as well as 2,8oo other forms of
crime perpetrated.
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That the nation is in the throes
of a major moral depression is
manifest. Mental breakdowns and
sex perversions are growing at an
epidemic rate. Some social scientists blame the movies, radio,
comic books, television, lewd
literature for the crime rampage.
Others blame economic conditions, working parents, broken-up
homes, the failure of the schools
to develop character as well as intelligence; the decline of religious
training and the dominance of
secularism and hedonism as well
as lack of fundamental absolutes
to which to anchor our national
thinking.
However, not so much accent is
placed upon another factor which
contributes to the national crime
psychology, helps to break down
private and public morality and
stimulates evil and violent desires. We refer to the newspapers
and magazines that play up and
picturize crime news and sex, to
boost circulation.
Were it possible to determine
the reading habits of the boy and
girl "wolf packs" and those of
criminals generally, you will find
that they are habitual readers of
the papers that print sensational
crime and object to the restraints
in the name of freedom of the
press and private property rights.
Behind all this phantasmagoria
of crime and vice, and behind a
blatant publicity which human

law cannot touch but which bears
the marks of a dominant Evil
Spirit, is the Prince of this World,
who delights in murder, lies, and
filth.

"
~

"HAVING EYES FULL OF
ADULTERY"

,el

Elsewhere the New Testament
~ speaks of the "lust of the
eyes," and the Lord Himself warns
us to "pluck out our eyes" if they
tempt us to sin. Such is the earnestness of the moral law with respect
to sights that rouse the spirit of
carnal lust. Once more-whoever
cannot see the Spirit of Evil at
work in all this appeal to lust
through suggestive story and picturization-practically 99 per cent
of the Miss America, Miss Illinois,
Miss Hoboken cult a thinly disguised appeal to those "having
eyes full of adultery" -whoever
cannot detect in all this advertising slanted to the lecherous eye
the workings of Satan, does not
know the contribution made by
such means to the story of public
and private vice and to sexual
perversion. To me there was something peculiarly revolting in the
newspaper item with a Hollywood
dateline which told about the demand of the boys in Korea for
female nudity, thus:
"A rush call from Gls in Korea
started Hollywood turning out
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Friedenskirche, Vienna
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cheesecake (girls posing suggestively) like mad. Gls reported
they're unequipped in the 'morale
boosting' departments. Studios are
setting up offices to ship out
photos by the millions. A notable
absentee in the photos is a war
time favorite, Rita Hayworth, in
a filmy black and white nightie. A
royal marriage has rendered the
Hayworth chassis unavailable for
wartime duty."
Aside from the crude double
entendre of this and other newspaper accounts of "morale boosting," is that the Army, with no
concern for public censure, and
apparently none for moral rectitude and propriety, seeks not to
focus its conscripts' minds on winning a just peace, but on arousing
their passions with blatantly moral
suggestiveness to all kinds of carnality and open and concealed
vice.
There was a loud protest in
some quarters at furnishing our
fighting men with free beer, but
apparently none whatever against
this pornographic effort to excite
uninhibited lust in young men,
some of whom would too soon
be giving an accounting to the Almighty.
A St. Louis County weekly, the
Record, has this comment on the
shipment of pictures of all-butnude actresses to the theatre of
war:
"If you want to turn the people
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of Asia against Americans in general, just scatter throughout that
area of the world millions and
millions of prints of Hollywood
nudes and imply that this is the
aesthetic 'morale builder' of our
American fighting men. That obscene caricature of 'morale building' is typical of the secularist
mentality which dominates the
nation today. That mentality also
dominated in Sodom and Gomorrah."

~
JOURNALISTIC CONSCIENCE
ASSERTS ITSELF
~ The following appeared in
~ Walt Mason's column of the
Chicago Daily News some thirty
years ago, but still bears a sting
in its appeal to editorial consciences:
I wonder what the fellow means
who publishes rot magazines; the
mags which claim a motive high,
while bringing to the public eye indecent pictures, rancid tales, of erring dames and sinful males. You see
the blamed things everywhere; their
beastly contents taint the air. One
might endure this plague unblest,
as we endure some other pest, if rot
were rightly labeled rot, and not
worked off as Gems of Thought. The
editor should write, "Indeed, our
stories are not fit to read; they are
the fiercest ever sprung, their aim is
to pollute the young; what care we,
so we get the scads, if we corrupt a
million lads?" The editor who argued
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thus would be a candid sort of cuss,
and candor in that inkstained gent
would please us all to some extent.
But he who edits magazines which
spill the nation's moral beans, while
printing vileness always claims the
most exalted, righteous aims. "Vve
print this beastliness," he writes, "of
noisome slums and godless nights,
that youthful readers may beware the
pitfall and the gin and snare." I
wonder what the fellow means who
edits filthy magazines! Is money all
he has in view, a million bones or
maybe two, when he is printing yarns
decayed? Ah, all the money ever
made would never tempt a decent
man t? follow up so foul a plan.

All too rarely the columnist of
today when discussing matters of
sex recognizes the moral implications, and so the following from
Dr. Paul Popenoe's column seems
worthy of notice in this connection:
The lecturer finished her talk to
the college students, answered their
many questions, and we then adjourned to the university snack shop
for refreshments with half a dozen
members of the resident faculty. I
was invited to join the group.
"You had a great many questions
about sexual intercourse before mar·
riage," one of the women suggested
to the lecturer.
"That always happens."
"I was interested," the woman con·
tinued, "to note that you did not
at any time suggest that there was
anything wrong about such experiments."

"Oh, no, we don't want to build
up feelings of guilt in these young
people," the lecturer replied.
"Aren't you encouraging promis·
cuity?"
The lecturer looked a bit uncomfortable, but replied, "We have to
assume that some of these young
people have already experimented
and that it would do them harm
to make them carry feelings of guilt
on through life!"

This is a peculiarly warped
and twisted attitude that is being
popularized in some places. It
argues that there is nothing in·
herently right or wrong about any
action-it's merely a question of
"values," they won't have any
problems. In other words, the way
to abolish crime is to repeal all
the laws against the crime!
Robbery is not a crime primarily because it is against the law,
but because it is against the interests of mankind. Promiscuity is
not a crime because someone says
it is a crime, but because experience has shown that it is contrary
to the interests of mankind.
Sociologist Hornell Hart has
summed up a great deal of the
experience in one sentence:
"We find evidence piling up in our
civilization that young people who
engage in pre-marital and extramarital sexual intercourse run heavy
risks of broken friendships, of un·
forgettable regrets, of shattered
careers, of unsatisfied restlessness, of
hideous disease, of social contempt,

.
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of disintegrating personalities, and of
loss of the deepest and finest love
values."

•

Those are the plain facts. Any
counselor sees plenty of evidence
to convince the most skeptical that
they are facts
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In the little Walt Mason jingle
as well as in the appeal to reason
by Dr. Popenoe there is missing
the spiritual note which alone
gives true effectiveness to the
warning against uncleanness and
the secular attitude generally.

Extracts from Luther's sermons by THEODORE GRAEBNER
Roughly, very roughly, we may say that over the centuries organized C.hristianity, Protestant as well as Catholic, has made what its leaders thought were necessary
compromises with this world of the flesh, that it has not
attempted to force the notes of asceticism, complete annihilation of the ego, love of one's fellows, lofty, mystic
transcending of prudential reason, ardent missionary
desire to clean up this dirty world. It has tempered the
wind to the shorn lamb-and most decidedly, its opponents would say, to the lamb's shearer also. That is, the
Church has taken the world of rich and poor, saint and
sinner, pretty much as it came, and sought no more than
to keep things on a not too uneven keel.
Crane Brinton, Ideas and Men (Prentice-Hall, 1950)

AND MUSIC MAKERS
Bach Comes to the U.S.A.
(CONTINUED)

BY WALTER A. HANSEN
'

We hie ourselves, Mr. Bach
and I, to a room in which
a dozen players are engage~ in a
jam session. We prick up our ears.
The little orchestra is having a
gay time. Melodies of various
kinds are rubbing elbows, so to
speak, as the enthusiastic instrumentalists extemporize. Sometimes
the harmonies are crude and
harsh; sometimes the counterpoint
moves along after the fashion of a
rheumatic cow. Nevertheless, we
are fascinated.
Jam sessions, you see, are nothing new. The famous Bach clan
used to indulge in jam sessions
when they foregathered for the
purpose of having fun and making
music.
Is it sacrilegious to use the term
"jam session" when speaking of
Bach, his relatives, and his friends?
Not at all.
In the days of Bach such extemporaneous music-making was

tJ

called a quodlibet. The word
"quodlibet" is a Latin indefinite
pronoun meaning "anything you
please."
Bear in mind that the Bachs
did not originate the quodlibet.
This type of musical fun had been
going on for a long time before
the era of the Bach clan. It was
a common practice among musicians who were blessed with a
sense of humor.
Yes, one can be sure that in
Bach's time there were among the
devotees of the tonal art some
hidebound killjoys who shuddered
at the very thought of having
fun. To them, I suppose, a quodlibet was anathema.
Let us try to picture to ourselves what was likely to happen
when a group of Bachs-or others
-decided to engage in a quodlibet.
Five Bachs, let us say, have
gathered for the purpose of celebrating a birthday. The women
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have prepared good things to eat.
There is wine to drink. Maybe
some of the Bachs prefer beer.
Others may want coffee. The
Bachs are not teetotalers.
One of the five Bachs begins to
sing a popular tune. Bach No. 2
joins him. But the melody intoned by the second Bach is different from the tune sung by Bach
No. 1-different in character and
different in rhythm. Bach No. 3
enters with another ditty. Then
comes Bach No. 4· Finally Bach
No. 5 lifts up his voice.
Now the five Bachs are singing
together, and the five tunes are
entirely different. Since the members of the quintet are well versed
in counterpoint and harmony,
they are able to work wonders as
they sing. Sometimes, I suppose,
they trample laws and rules under
foot. But they are intent upon
having fun. They are presenting a
quodlibet. They are having a jam
session.
No, the Bachs are not singing
jazz, swing, boogie-woogie, or bebop; for, as you know, these venerable members of the vast dance
family had not seen the light of
day when the Bach clan lived,
moved, and had its being in Germany. But do not forget that the
Bachian quodlibet-and the quodlibet as used in other gatheringsoften paid its respects to tunes
that were popular at the time.
Why not try your luck at a
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quodlibet when you have an opportunity to do so? You could
mingle corn with the finest wheat.
No harm would be done. You
would be having fun. Maybe your
counterpoint and your harmonies
would shriek hideously to the
highest heavens. Who cares? The
mayhem you commit would, I
am sure, help to convince you
that a good quodlibet presupposes
good musicianship, just as a good
jam session requires a goodly
amount of skill and imagination.
Formula for a Quodlibet
~ You yourself could begin the
,;- quoblibet by singing Silver
T.hreads Among the Gold. Why
not start with a little corn? Ther.
Jack would intone Is You Is or Is
You Ain:t My Baby? Why not?
Corn is good for the system. Then
Mary will join you. She will sing
the first theme of the third movement of Sergei Prokofieff's Classical Symphony. This is fine wheat.
Now it is Isabelle's turn. What
will she choose? It is the Larghetto from Beethoven's Second. More
wheat-wheat that is exceptionally
choice. Finally Esau has his turn.
Prompted by some mischievous
demon, he "horns in" with a bewhiskered little ditty titled Open

the Door, Richard.
What a quodlibet! What a jam
session! If, for some strange reason, you think that such things
could not have taken place among
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the Bachs-and even long before
the days of the Bachs-you are
mistaken- gravely and tragically
mistaken.
The quodlibet was by no means
restricted to singing. Often it was
entirely instrumental. Bach :ri10." 1
would play the clavier. Then
Bach No. 2 would add the strains
of a violin. Next Bach No. 3
would play the viol da gamba.
After a while Bach No. 4 would
join the ensemble with his flute,
and Bach No. 5 would bring up
the rear, as it were, with his
'cello. A jam session? Certainly.
I wish I could have been there.
The blood would have danced in
my veins.
Now no less a personage than
the mighty Johann Sebastian is
present with me at a jam session.
The orchestra plays some jazz,
some swing, some boogie·woogie,
and some bebop.
Bach begins to rem1msce.
"You've heard my Goldberg Variations, haven't you?" he asks.
"Yes," I reply, "and I know that
in this monumental work from
your pen the thirtieth variation is
a quodlibet. It contains two popular songs: Kraut und Ruben and
Ich bin so lang nicht bei dir
gewest."
While the players take a little
rest, Mr. Bach begins to sing
Kraut und Ruben. He sings the
ditty in German. As I listen, I

automatically
English:

translate

it

into

Sauerkraut and turnips were too
much for me.
Had my mother cooked some meat,
Still with her I'd be.

Is that any worse, or any better,
than Is You Is or Is You Ain't My
Baby?
When the jam session is over,
Bach and I shake hands with the
musicians. Some of them are
flabbergasted. Some are honored
to meet the great master. Two or
three are polite, but one can see
that they have no desire whatever
to become acquainted with a composer who, in their opinion, is a
hopeless mossback.
Bach is not surprised to observe
that even in the twentieth century
there are musicians who look
upon him and his achievements
in a manner which, at best, is
merely tolerant and, at worst, is
downright disdainful.
Naturally, I do not breathe a
word to the master about what I
observe. I need not tell him that
among those who have taken part
in the jam session there are two
or three who, if a sense of politeness did not restrain them, would
exclaim at the drop of a hat,
"Bach is no good! His music is as
dry as dust!" I think of the poor
benighted souls in Arnstadt, in
Miihlhausen, in Weimar, in Cothen, and in Leipzig who regarded
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Bach as a composer of mediocre
attainments. I consider that when
this great man passed away he
was buried with indecent haste
and that the stuffed shirts who
were the "big shots" in the
Thomaskirche in Leipzig chose a
nonentity-a zero-to succeed one
of the greatest of the great.
At all events, Bach and I have
enj9yed listening to the jam session. As we leave the room, I say
to my distinguished companion,
"You were going to tell me, Mr.
Bach, that boogie-woogie was
evolved from a type of composition which was popular in your
time and which you yourself employed in what the world of the
twentieth century calls one of your
greatest works in the instrumental
field."
"Yes," says Johann Sebastian,
"boogie-woogie is a blood relative
of the passacaglia. The passacaglia,
you know, is, in origin, a street
song brought to Spain from the
West Indies. It is founded on a
basso ostinato, and a basso ostinato
is part and parcel of what you call
boogie-woogie."
"It seems to me," I put in,
"that anyone who knows your
great Passacaglia and Fugue in C
Minor must grant that the type
of writing- originally a dancecalled the passacaglia is one of the
ancestors of boogie-woogie. This
does not mean that the hundreds
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of boogie-woogie abominations
that cumber the musical ground
in America deserve in any way at
all to be mentioned in the same
breath with your monumental
Passacaglia and Fugue in C Min or,
but it does mean that one has no
right whatever to refer to boogiewoogie as something entirely new."
A Transcription
~ This reminds me of a concert
1/J. at which Dimitri Mitropoulos,
the eminent Greek conductor, will
present the late Alfredo Casella's
(1883-1949) orchestral version of
the Chaconne (Ciacona) which
concludes Bach's Partita No. 2, in
D Minor, for Solo Violin.
Bach and I decide to attend the
concert. We mention in passing
that the chaconne and the passacaglia are related by what physicians and theologians call consanguinity.
"Your magnificent Chaconne,"
I say to Bach, "is a spine-tingling
masterpiece. I never cease to marvel at what you were able to make
a single violin express in this great
work. You wrote your Chaconne
for only one instrument. Casella
has transcribed it for three flutes
(one interchangeable with a piccolo), two oboes, English horn,
two clarinets, E flat clarinet, bass
clarinet, two bassoons, contra-bassoon, four horns, three trumpets,
four trombones, kettledrums, or-
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gan, and strings. I'm curious to
hear what the noted Italian accomplished in his transcription.
We attend the concert. As Bach
listens to Casella's orchestral treatment of the Chaconne, he notes
that the Italian has superimposed
contrapuntal material of his own
upon the original score. Bach is
not annoyed by this. The great
man himself did similar things
with the music of others. Bach
reads carefully what Casella has
written about the transcription of
the C haconne:
The present orchestral version of
this monumental masterpiece is not
intended in the slightest degree to
resemble the Chaconne that Bach
might have written for his own orchestra. It is interpreted with modern
technical means and with the modern
orchestra. . . . Two elements above
all seemed to me not only necessary
to preserve but even to intensify by
means of a modern instrumentation:
the dark, Spanish atmosphere, grandiose and baroque, created so marvelously by Bach, and the virtuoso
character of the original violinistic

idiom, which cannot be imparted to
the instrumentation. As for the contrapuntal material I have superimposed upon Bach's score, I must say
that it already existed in a latent
state in the original. . . .
It is characteristic of the music of
Bach that it never exhausts its own
polyphonic possibilities. Here I have
acted according to a familiarity with
the subject which dates from my
infancy and which enables me with
assurance to read between the lines
of any Bach fragment.
It is true that Bach scratches his
head a bit when he notes that
Casella claimed to have the ability
to read with assurance between
the lines of any Bach fragment.
Nevertheless, the master shows no
annoyance at this somewhat cocksure pronouncement. Casella's
transcription gives him pleasure.
"It is an honor," says the master,
"to learn that my music is performed so enthusiastically and
studied so intently long after my
death."
(TO BE CONTINUED]
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RECENT RECORDINGS
SERGEI PROKOFIEFF. Sonata No. I , op.
Bo. Yehudi Menuhin, violinist, with
Marcel Gazelle at the piano.-Prokofieff composed this fine work between 1936 and 1948. Menuhin and
Gazelle play the sonata with artistry of a high order. RCA Victor
WDM-1403.
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF. Concerto No.
2, in C Minor, Op. z8. William
Kapell, pianist, with the Robin
Hood Dell Orchestra of Philadelphia under William Steinberg.-An
excellent reading of one of the
most popular piano concertos of
recent times. RCA Victor WDM1418.
IGOR STRAVINSKY. Fire Bird Suite. Leopold Stokowski and his Symphony
Orchestra.-Glowingly beautiful orchestral tone. The music for the
ballet called The Fire B ird represents Stravinsky at his best. RCA
Victor WDM-1421.
RoBERT ScHUMANN. Quintet in E Flat
Major, Op. 44. The Paganini Quartet with Artur Rubinstein, pianist.
-Chamber music playing .of the
highest quality. On the eighth side
of the four discs the quartet ph~ys
the Menuetto from Joseph Haydn's
Quartet No. 33, in B Flat Major,
Op. 64, No . 3. RCA Victor WDM1419.
OPERATIC ARIAS. Tomb Scene, from
Lucia, by Gaetano Donizetti; How
Beautiful, from Act 1 of Donizetti's

The Elixir of Love; Recondita Armonia, from Puccini's La Tosca_:
The Stars Were Shining, from Act
3 of La Tosca; Like a Dream Bright
and Fair, from Friedrich Freiherr
von Flotow's Marta. Ferruccio Tagliavini, tenor, with the RCA Victor Orchestra under Jean Paul
Morel. Italo Tajo, bass, joins Signor Tagliavini in the singing of
the Tomb Scene.-Well-known arias
sung in the original by an artist
endowed with a magnificent voice.
RCA Victor WDM-14!\2·
ADOLPHE ADAM. Music from the ballet
Giselle as played for the Sadler's
Wells Ballet. The Royal Opera
Orchestra of Covent Garden under
Robert Irving.-Graphic playing of
this engaging music from the prolific pen of a gifted French composer who wrote no less than fiftythree works for the stage. RCA
Victor WDM-1397.
JEANETTE MAcDoNALD FAVORITES. Indian Love Call, by Rudolf Friml;
The Maids of Cadiz, by Leo De·
libes; Beyond the Blue Horizon,
from the film Monte Carlo; One
Night of Love, from the picture
with the same title; Only a Rose,
from the film The Pagabond King;
Ciribiribin, by Alfredo Pestalozza.
Jeanette MacDonald, soprano, with
the RCA Victor Orchestra under
Robert Russell Bennett.-MacDonald fans will gobble up this album.
RCA Victor WDM-1431.
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Schwiebert's New Book
An Important Contribution
RESERVED

SMITH has been called

the greatest Reformation scholar
P
produced in this country. It now
seems proper to call Schwiebert one
of his greatest students.
Luther and His Times• was a long
time in the writing, about a quarter
of a century. The product of so many
years is ample justification for the.
time that was spent on it. For it may
or may not be that the book is "definitive" in the accurate sense of that
oft-misused term. It is certainly one
of the most thorough, most lucid, and
most meaningful accounts of the German Reformation that are available
in English and will undoubtedly be
required reading for every student of
the Reformation and its times for
years to come.
It would obviously be impossible
even to attempt a digest of such an

*LUTHER AND HIS TIMES
By E. G. Schwiebert. St. Louis.
Concordia Publishing House. 1950.
8g2 pages. Extensive bibliography.
$10.00.

exhaustive and far-ranging work as
th1s in the little space that is available to us. The story that Schwiebert
tells, and illuminates with such rich
11ackground material, is not by any
means the simple story oi a man and
an event. It is rather the tremendous
srory of the most stirring days since
apostolic times- tne days when a
thousand years of ferment came at
last to their fulfillment. If, in that
fulfillment, the Augustinian friar
Martin Luther played the leading
role, it must still be remembered that
he was himself as much acted-upon as
acting, that he was himself as much
the product of historical happenings
as was the church which God called
him to reform.
The Luther that emerges is not,
then, the rude, unlettered Luther of
hero-worshipping legend. Had he not
been called, in the Providence of
God, to restore the church, it is still
very likely that he would have been
one of the greatest men and one of
the most profound thinkers of his
age. For even before the fateful Eve
of All Hallows when he nailed his
theses to the door of the castle church,
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he was the recognized leader of the
Wittenberg faculty and one of the
young hopefuls in the intellectual
life of Europe.
Similarly, the Reformation was not
a simple matter of a man deciding
that the church was rotten and that
it was time to set up a new church.
It, too, was, under God, the culmination of many movements and trends
in theology, in philosophy, in education, in politics, in the evolution of
culture, in every area of human life
and thought. The task of trying to
follow the tangled threads of events
back from the early days of the sixteenth century through the centuries
before to their points of origin is
difficult, often tedious, and at times
even impossible. The temptation to
pick and choose threads which will
lead up to a preconceived pattern is
great. Whether in every case Dr.
Schwiebert has been able to manage
complete objectivity it is not within
our power to say. It is obvious that
he has attempted throughout to present the whole truth as nearly as he
can make it out.
Luther and His Times was not
written for the casual reader. It is
not difficult reading but it requires
both attention and thought. It is the
work of a scholar who, although he
happens also to have mastered a
pleasing style of writing, is first of
all a scholar. The task which he has
set himself is that of setting the background for the Reformation in both
time and place (historical and geo·
graphical) , of cutting through the
Luther of pious legend to the Luther
of reality, of making the age of the
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Reformation explicable to an age
which is 400 years removed from it
and, in its attitudes and interests,
very much farther removed.
Of particular interest is Schwiebert's emphasis upon the role the
universities of Europe played in the
reformation movement. Luther was,
after all, a doctor of theology and a
product . of the German university
system. His ninety-five theses were
propositions set down for academic
debate. His colleagues in the work
of reformation were members of university faculties, especially, of course,
the faculty of Wittenberg. His chief
opponents were theologians and his
debates with them were academic debates. Throughout his life, his profession was that of a teacher. At least
at the beginning of his work of reformation, he was willing to submit his
theology to the judgment of the
faculties of the European universities.
Luther was not, then, a religious enthusiast who opposed his own intuition to an ancient and established
order. He was rather a penetrating
theologian, well versed in his field
and well acquainted with the works
of those who had preceded him. It
was as a competent theologian that
he criticized the theology of his day.
But above all else, Luther was the
chosen instrument of God for a given
task in a given moment. It is impossible to read Schwiebert's book
and fail to sense the hand of God
working to bring about the reform of
the church. God in history had
brought about a situation which
made it possible for Luther to succeed where Wyclif and Savonarola
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and Hus and so many earlier reformers had, at least in a measure, failed.
Can one believe, for instance, that it
was mere historical accident that Luther worked under the protection of
Frederick the Wise, a prince whose
political position was such that even
Rome dared not offend him? Was it
accidental that the first spark of the
reformation should have been lit at
a moment when political problems
within the Holy Roman Empire held
the attention of both the Emperor
and the Pope while the spark grew
into a flame? Was it mere chance
that Luther entered the intellectual
world at a time when it was in a
process of transition with the Via
Moderna rising to challenge the Via
Antiqua? Or did God, in the fullness
of time, choose His instrument and
train him for a work which He had
long before ordained?
The illustrations in the book are
numerous and well-chosen. The bibliography and the footnotes are exhaus tive and (to a non-scholar) exhausting. Dr. Schwiebert's wise decision to assemble the footnotes at the
back of the book contributes greatly
to its readability. If there is any
fault in the book, it is a slight repetitiousness, probably unavoidable in a
work which must often return to certain fixed points in the development
of its thoughts.
Concordia Publishing House, which
is notably conservative in its advertising policy, has gone all-out in advertising Luther and His Times. The
management undoubtedly believe
that it has a highly significant book
h ere. They are right.

ANTHOLOGIES
CHRISTMAS
Edited by Randolph E. Haugan.
Minneapolis. Augsburg Publishing
House. 1950. Paper edition $1.oo,
cloth edition $2.00.

yN the short space of twenty years,
Jl Haugan's Christmas has come to
be an institution in thousands of
Christian homes. The reason is not
hard to find. There simply is no
other Christmas book to compare
with it.
The current volume, like its predecessors, is a beautiful collection of
Christmas literature, poetry, music
and art. The tone throughout is
Christian in its highest and best
sense. And in the range of its contents, the book captures the universality of the Christmas message, a
message which has brought joy to
people in every land and in every
age group.
Among the high points of the
present volume are the beautifully
illustrated gospel according to St.
Luke, an article on Albrecht Durer
by the art editor of the CRESSET, a
nostalgic picture story of Christmas
in the city in the early days of this
century, a series of descriptions of
Christmas customs in many lands, six
Yuletide folk songs from European
countries, and a Christmas story by
Grace Noll Crowell.
Needless to say, Christmas would
be welcomed as a Christmas gift by
anyone who loves fine things. The
amazingly low price should ensure a
large sale.

r-
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CHRISTMAS GARLAND
By the Cresset Associates. Chicago.
The Walther League. 1950. $2.00.
EGULAR readers of this magazine

will remember that each DecemR
ber for the past ten years the CRESSET

...,'

associates have collaborated on a
Christmas article called "A Christmas
Garland." It would not be too much
to say that these articles, year after
year, have reflected more than any
other of our writing the convictions
and viewpoints which underlie all of
our thinking and writing.
These Garlands have now been
gathered into one volume which includes also representative samples of
the best Christmas poetry we have
run and the much-loved letters of
our Pilgrim to his son.
The book will not be generally
available at bookstores. Orders should
be sent direct to the Walther Leagu(',
875 North Dearborn Street, Chicago
10, Illinois. Since the book has been
printed in a limited edition, it will
be necessary to fill orders in order
of their receipt.

CURRENT AFFAIRS

war. Harry S. Truman has resented
Soviet tactics and has worked for
peace but in a mysterious fashion.
Truman, however, has had to face
an almost impossible situation. The
imperialism of Churchill, the refusal
of the United States to aid in the
reconstruction of Russia, and the
Russian violation of the Yalta Declaration of Liberated Areas has
turned international affairs into the
chaos of national sovereignty and
power politics where only might
makes right. Truman's plans to win
western Europe by financial and military aid was met by the violent and
expan~omsuc
tactics of Moscow.
Many Americans have insisted on the
contradiction of supporting Tory
regimes while paying lip-service t<.>
the saving of the world for democracy.
The positive program suggested by
Carr (and I assume, by Truman) is
to strengthen the American economy
against depression, to rehabilitate
backward and stricken areas by longrange programs, to encourage democratic leadership in all strategic
areas, and to show a willingness at
all times to negotiate with Russia.
For less than three dollars, the book
is a bargain.

TRUMAN, STALIN AND PEACE
By Albert Z. Carr. Doubleday and
Company, Inc., Garden City, New
York. 1950. 256 pages. $2.75.
FTER considerable government experience, Albert Z. Carr undertook the difficult task of writing
about a dangerous subject. His contentions are twofold. Stalin has obviously done little more than to avoid

A

HISTORY
HERE I STAND: A Life of
Martin Luther
By Roland H. Bainton. AbingdonCokesbury Press. $4·75·
s our colleague pointed out in
"Astrolabe" a couple of
months ago, there are more books on
Martin Luther in the British Museum

A the
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than on any other historical personage except our Lord Himself. It
might seem, then, that there would
be little demand for more. And yet,
to our knowledge, there are two serious works and a fictionalized biography on the current new-book list
and all of them are in considerable
demand.
Elsewhere in this section, there is a
review of Dr. Schwiebert's Luther
and His Times, also fresh from the
press. It might seem unfortunate that
two books of such high merit, both
dealing with the same man, should
have appeared almost simultaneously.
But in reality the books are complementary. Schwiebert has written
an important scholarly work which
will be a "must" for the scholar but
is perhaps too exhaustive for the general reader. Bainton has written a
book which is also of high order
from the standpoint of scholarship
but which makes much easier going
for the general reader.
Martin Luther was not the sort
of man that modern man can readily
understand or explain. As Bainton
correctly points out, Luther was
wholly absorbed in his God. Without
that understanding of the man, it is
impossible to understand his naivete
in political matters, his seeming lack
of concern for the scientific stirrings
of his times, or his capacity for
monumental rage at those whom he
considered the enemies of his Lord.
For all of these things, he has often
been condemned by critics who
simply can't understand how a man
can be so wrapped up in the unseen
world that he actually become• ~

kind of misfit in the world about him.
Bainton, a Quaker and a scholar
of the first order, can not be accused
of following a narrow denominational
line in portraying the great reformer. It is therefore all the greater
tribute to Luther that the man who
emerges from these pages is a truly
tremendous person-a man of great
passion, great courage, great intellect,
and great faith. And with it all, he
was a lovable man-hospitable to a
fault, devoted to his family, warm
in his friendships.
It is such a man that Bainton depicts in a book so simply and interestingly written that one can hardly lay it down without finishing it.
But the simplicity is one of style,
not of content. For Bainton is a
theologian (professor of ecclesiastical
history at Yale) who never forgets
that Luther was, above everything
else, the reformer of the church in
an age when the great issues were
theological. Indeed, one of the great
contributions of this book is its exposition, in non-technical terms, of
the theological issues at stake in the
period of the reformation. Of special
interest to the lay reader, who may
sometimes have been led to suppose
that Luther's perception of evangelical truth burst upon him in one
blinding revelation, is the carefullydetailed story of Luther's growth in
knowledge and understanding, a
process which was already well under
way before he had taken any overt
step which might make him a "wild
boar" to the usurpers of the vineyard.
Fortunately for his readers, Dr.
Bainton has a hobby which adds to
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the appeal of his book. He collects
drawings of the medieval and renaissance periods and the illustrations in
the book are copies of some of his
drawings. They do more than illustrate the book. In a very real way,
they deepen its content. For Luther
lived in an age when emotions were
mtemperate and the law of libel was
still to be developed. One's friends
were depicted in these drawings with
halos andjor angelic attendants. By
the same token one's enemies were
depicted with cloven hoofs and budding horns.
Here I Stand won Dr. Bainton the
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press $7,500
award. If the book has anything like
the sale it deserves, the press can
write the $7,500 off as an incidental
expense.

saint, more often like an intellectual,
most often like a fife tweedling in
the night. The author is genuinely
involved with the "song of life," so
much so that God (who incidentally
created life) is submerged in the
notes and rhythmic symbols. Christ
is the envisioned ideal of human
aspirations, being not God but eternal
Climber toward ecstatic counterpoint.
But there is no clear water here,
neither soundness nor understanding:
so that one senses, in much talk about
song, merely a disturbing cacophony.
WALTER RIESS

YOU WILL SURVIVE

AFfERDEATH
By Sherwood Eddy. New York.
Rinehart and Co. 1950. 210 pages.
$2.00.
R.

RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY
THERE IS MUSIC IN THE
STREET
By Franziska Raabe Parkinson.
New York, Philosophical Library,
1950. 104 pages. $3.00.
prose poem is a masterpiece
T
of fine writing and strangled
religious thinking. Self-realization is
HIS

;

the end of life: "rhythm" the end of
religion. To achieve harmony with
God and men, and the waves of the
universe, is to dwell at peace. All this
by knowledge, for "only the synthesis
of all analytic findings ... will afford
the expanded vision of a vaster horizon."
Sometimes Parkinson sounds like a

EDDY's conclusion, as stated in

D the title, we accept. His reasons,

as stated in the book, we cannot accept.
Briefly stated, Dr. Eddy's certainty
of immortality rests upon his conviction that the veil that separates
those on this side of the grave from
those on the other side can be and, in
his experience, has been pierced. The
evidence he marshals was gathered
over a period of thirteen years in
both the United States and Europe.
It is obvious that he considers it
valid and that he has not gone out
of his way to rig arguments in sup·
port of his thesis.
There are compelling reasons,
though, to suspect that the conversations which Dr. Eddy believes he has
been able to carry on with deceased
members of his family are more psy-
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chological than psychic, even though
we grant the complete honesty of his
belief in psychic phenomena. If we
were forced to conclude that we
would, after death, still have to be
concerned with the earth-bound preoccupations of the souls with whom
Dr. Eddy professes to hav·e conversed, we would see nothing to anticipate in the hereafter.
This is a bad moment for such
a book as this to appear. Many are
looking for some assurance that this
life is not just a bad play which
closes without applause. They may be
inclined to accept the little comfort
this book offers, rather than the
Great Peace and Perfect Rest that
have been promised by the One Who,
with the most perfect right, called
Himself the Resurrection and the
Life.

In the source of its message (the
Word of God) and in its content
(Christ) the sermon stands apart
from and above all other oratory.
The second special value of this
book is its great abundance of quotations. The essential thoughts, which
every preacher must grasp, are presented in large type. In smaller type,
sometimes running through many
pages, these thoughts are amplified
by rich and varied quotations from
homileticians, by outlines, illustrations, and commentary, and by
samples from the sermons of noted
preachers of past and present, both
European and American.
Pastors who have learned the value
of reading a book on homiletics every
year or two will not want to miss
Reu.

HOMILETICS. A Manual of the
Theory and Practice of Preaching.
By M. Reu, D. D. This edition
printed by special arrangements, by
Augsburg Publishing House, Minneapolis. 1950. 639 pages. $3.50.

HUMOR

HIS book is distinguished by valu es

THE VEXATIONS OF A.
WENTWORTH, B.A.

J.

By H. F. Ellis. Boston: Little,
Brown and Co. 1950. 152 pages.
2.50·

J. WENTWORTH, A.B., is master
far beyond the obvious one of
T
telling the aspiring preacher how to A in mathematics at Burgrove Preparatory School (England) . He takes

go about preparing a sermon. Two
features particularly make Reu's
Homiletics worthy of this new edition.
One is the author's conviction tha t
Christ Crucified must be the end and
aim of all Christian preaching. This
thought is expressed forcefully again
and again, chiefly in the long first
section in which Reu treats "the
nature and purpose of the sermon."

himself seriously, he takes his field
seriously, he stands for no nonsense
in his classroom, and he finds it altogether impossible to imagine why
the rest of the world should always be
out of step with him.
His vexations are set down in his
diary, supplemented by some notes
very kindly sent to the compiler by
one of "the great Wen's" colleagues,

,
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Mr. Gilbert. The immediate reason
for publishing the material at this
time lies in an unfortunate situation
which developed when a book thrown
by Mr. Wentworth at an incorrigible
lad named Mason missed its mark
and dazed a decent ·e nough youngster
named Hopgood II. The book then
is a sort of apologia, a recital of the
tensions and annoyances which might
ultimately make a book-hurler out of
even the most mild-mannered mathematics master.
H. F. Ellis is literary editor of
Punch and writes in the delightful
mock-serious style that should, by
now, be familiar to American readers.
Not a guffaw in the book, but a grin
on every page.

THE PULPIT TREASURY OF
WIT AND HUMOR
Compiled by Rabbi Israel H . Weisfeld. New York. Prentice-Hall. 1950.
182 p ages. $2 .50.
LERICAL

humor is usually clean.
there is

And having said that,
C
not much more to be said.

A sample of the Pulpit Treasury's
humor may give a better idea of its
laugh rating than any discussion of
the book could. Here is a fairly representative sample:
Aunt Becky was punctuating the
Negro preacher's sermon with "Amen!
Amen! . . . Praise de Lawd! . .." as he
lit into every sort of sin from murder
to shooting craps.
Then the parson moved on against
snuff-dipping, and Aunt Becky exclaimed
to her neighbor indignantly, "Dar now!
He's done stopped preaching and gone
to meddling."

FICTION
FIRST ON THE ROPE
By R. Frison-Roche. Translated
from the French by Janet Adam
Smith. New York: Prentice-Hall.
1950. 246 pages. $2-75·
Compagnie des Guides de
Chamonix takes care of its own,
but a guide's son cannot be excluded
from the rescue. Because a client
wished to reach the top of a difficult
climb when the weather was bad,
Jean Savarettez died and had to be
left on the Dru. In the subsequent
rescue operation his son Pierre, a
hotel keeper by training but a climber
by inclination, fell and fractured his
skull. As a result he developed vertigo. Only through the help of his
friends and fiance did Pierre regain
his composure, his happiness, and
ability to do that which he wanted
most: to become a guide.
This is a book of high adventure
in both the meanings of the phrase.
There have been other novels pertaining to climbing in the Alps, but
this one maintains a tension that few
others do. However, the translation
leaves something to be desired. In
any translation, the translator has a
duty to change the exact wording,
particularly of idioms and colloquialisms, to fit the new language. It is this
reviewer's opinion that Miss Adams
did not do a particularly good job in
this direction. Who ever heard of
"wall-eyed curs" helping with the
cattle (p. 178) . Other slight objections are the lack of an adequate
glossary of mountain terms and the

T
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lack of a map. But the book nevertheless makes good reading.
JOHN W. REITH

WELCOME, DARKNESS
By Leon Statham. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company. 1950.
441 pages. $3.50.
the rain and the wind
A LTHOUGH
had abated, the crippled army

plane still lurched alarmingly. One
engine was gone; the other would go
soon. A tropical storm had blown
the plane far off its course. The pilot
knew that his ship was somewhere
over the Philippines. But where?
Over friendly territory or over terrain
held by the Japanese? Wherever they
were, time was running out. Soon
they must bail out and ditch the ship
or risk a crash landing. A prolonged,
tearing shudder of the craft startl ed
Omar Mills into a sharp awareness
of the moment. He turned to watch
his six companions. They sat huddled
together in a short, miserable row.
They, like Omar, were newly commissioned army captains b eing flown
to join service units in the Philippines A few hours earlier " their destination had a smug definiteness on
the mimeographed order." Now they
were lost. Omar had "a feeling of
being a witness to a p erishing world,
and to a life-his ownl-which was
done for, finished, already swept
away." A hand touched his shoulder.
"Get ready," a voice said. "We've
just a few minutes. Then we'll jump."
Welcome, Darkness presents a harrowing account of men trapped in
the jungles of an unknown, enemyinfested island. It is a stark and

dramatic tale of fear, courage, hope,
despair, defeat, and success.
Leon Statham is a veteran of World
War II. After a five-year service in
the army he was discharged in 1944
with the rank of captain. Since then
Mr. Statham has spent his time in an
intensive study of writing. Welcome,
Darkness is his first published work.

BACK
By Henry Green. New York: The
Viking Press. 1950. 247 pages. $3.00.
uzz bombs were still falling in

B England when Charley Summers
returned to his homeland from a
German prison camp. Years of incarceration, brutal treatment by Nazi
guards, and a starvation diet h ad left •
cruel scars on Charley's mind and
body. He had lost a leg in France,
and the girl he had loved-her n ame
was Rose-had died in the great London Blitz. Now Charley had come
home "to find everything the sameand at the same time different." ~
Could he re-establish himself in this
strange new world?
Back is the touching- sometimes
beautiful, sometimes sordid-story of
Charley's search for peace and happiness.
Henry Green-this is the pen n ame
used by a prominent English manufacturer-explores the hearts and the l.
minds of his characters with deft and
penetrating skill. Back is the third of
Mr. Green's novels to be published
in the United States. Long and Nothing- which appeared earlier - were
warmly acclaimed by critics and readers.
"
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OTHER BOOKS
KON-TIKI
By Thor Heyerdahl. Rand-McNally
and Co. 1950. 304 pages. $4.00.
HIS

is actually two books in one.

For the scientist, this is the story
T
of scientific research in the grand
tradition. It is the story of a man
who had a theory, in this case a
theory that the islands of Polynesia
had been settled originally by migrants from the Americas, and who
set about reinforcing his theory at
its weakest point: the problem of
whether such a migration would have
been possible for a primitive p eople
• using only the flimsy kinds of boats
that they had at their disposal. The
fact that Heyerdahl and his five companions did make the voyage from
Callao, Peru, to the Polynesian reef
of Raroia removed at least one major
objection to the theory. The scientist
would be interested also in what we
might call the by-products of the voyage-the descriptions of rare fish that
were encountered along the way and
., the reactions of men forced to live
close together in a situation fraught
with peril and uncertainty for 101
days.
But it is also a story of high ad' venture. The story of six men in a
frail craft daring the dangers of the
• vast islandless eastern Pacific is a
story in the tradition of the great
sea sagas. All of us have had to
choose, somewhere along the line,
between prudence and adventure.
f Most of us, with one last lingering
look at the shadowy trail that leads
"'to who-knows-where, have chosen the
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easier road of prudence. But now and
then someone who has tried the other
road meets us and tells us what he
found there and we enjoy, for a little
while, the vicarious thrill of experiencing his adventure at second hand.
If the adventure is stirring enough,
the story tells itself and needs little
artistic dressing. The adventure of the
Kon-Tiki is that kind of story.
The name, Kon-Tiki, is that of an
ancient sun-king who is supposed to
have flourished in Peru before the
days of the Incas. Heyerdahl first
began to muse about the possibility
of Polynesian settlement from the
Americas when he encountered the
name Tiki in the legend of Fatu
Hiva, in the mid-Pacific Marquesas
group. According to local legend, the
forefathers of the Fatu Hivaians had
come under Tiki's leadership from
far across the Pacific.
It is good to know that the love of
adventure still lives, even in an age
of spectators.

THE RISE OF WORDS
AND THEIR MEANINGS
By Samuel Reiss. New York: Philosophical Library. 301 pages. 1950.

h75·
HE

prevailing approach in analyses

T of language is the historical point
of view, in replacement whereof this
book offers what its author calls the
phoneto-semantic approach. "Whereas the historical approach, generally
speaking, views the words which constitute the native vocabulary of any
language as isolated words which it
seeks to link up with other isolated
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words of kindred languages, the
phoneto-semantic approach views the
words of the native vocabulary of a
language as members of relatively
large word families." The author is
a research engineering translator with
the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
On this concept of an organic
whole Mr. Reiss constructs his dual
emphasis. Phonetics is the science
dealing with the sounds o£ language,
and semantics is the science of the
accurate meanings o£ words (especially as contrasted with phonetics or
pronunciation, and morphology or
form) . Admittedly all conventional
etymologies are in essence phonetosemantic in character; the novelty of

·'

the new viewpoint lies in carrying
out this idea "to its fullest, which
simultaneously is its logical, possibilities."
Linguistic science has developed
eminent scholars, and certainly it
must continue its development in
order to be a living thing. This new
technique is interesting; frequent use
of italic type for emphasis, moreover,
is helpful. Still, the dominant tone is
unduly technical, at times even dull;
and the Appendix illustrations of the
vocabulary building mechanism, taken
from Swahili, Hebrew, Hungarian,
and Malay, are partially ineffective
because most readers will be relatively
unfamiliar with these languages.

'-'1

HERBERT H. UMBACH

The very fact of testing always presupposes a possibility; it is still always possible that that which is tested may

not meet the test. Hence if someone wished to test
whether he has faith, or tried to get faith, then this
would really mean that he will hinder himself in acquiring faith; he will become a victim of the restless craving
where faith is never won, for "thou shalt believe."
S9)ren Kierkegaard, Works of Love
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READING ROOM
Harper's Centennial
is always an
epochal event. For any institution or individual to survive
for a hundred years is no mean
accomplishment. It brings to mind
• the terse but eloquent statement
by which the Abbe Sieyes summed
.. up his achievements during the
French Revolution: "]'ai vecu"i.e., he stayed alive.
Harper's Magazine has stayed
alive now for a century, and to
commemorate this notable journalistic achievement it has published a gala centennial edition
.. of almost 300 pages for the month
of October. It takes a considerable
amount of stamina, resilience, and
imagination to survive for a full
century, and Harper's has displayed a generous share of all of
,.. these qualities. That is why, almost alone among the "quality"
magazines which flourished fifty
or more years ago, Harper's is
still alive today, as fresh and
vigorous and readable as ever.
.. As Bernard De Voto, veteran
Harper's contributor and editor

A

CENTENNIAL

By
THOMAS
COATES

of the monthly "Easy Chair,"
aptly observes:
The circulation figures cause no
uneasiness in the Luce offices but
they stand for a national influence altogether disproportionate to their
sum. That influence, which was not
achieved by chance, explains why
Harper's has survived .

From the outset Harper's has
been concerned with, and dedicated to, "the free trade in ideas,"
to use Justice Holmes' expression.
This principle holds that so long
as the market is free and open,
error will be corrected and competition will provide the essential tests as to the validity of ideas.
Harper's, accordingly, has taken
a pre-eminent position in American journalism as a magazine of
appraisal and of critical inquiry.
It has never sought to appeal
to the masses. De Voto classes its
audience as "educated people,
people of supple intelligence, of
persistent curiosity, capable both
of pursuing ideas and of playing
with them." Harper's is less concerned with reporting the news
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than with commenting upon it.
This function has become especially important with the deterioration of the editorial page of
the daily newspaper-a deficiency
which has only partially been
remedied with the emergence of
the syndicated columnist and the
radio commentator. Harper's seeks
to provide comment on the news
"that escapes from the tyranny of
haste and the limitation of space."
The function of Harper's, moreover, has not been primarily to
entertain. For that purpose we
have a plethora of so-called "popular" magazines. De Voto calls
Harper's "an impresario of experts . . . in two kinds of knowledge, that which leaves the mass
audience cold and that which it
avoids because of anxiety." Information of this kind, despite its
lack of ·popular sales appeal, needs
to be communicated to educated
people; hence, Harper's "transmits
the knowledge of specialists and
makes it negotiable."
The most important task of the
magazine, however, has been to
serve as a forum for free discussion and as a medium for the
free inquiry into ideas-not necessarily popular ideas, or congenial
ideas, but such as merit a hearing
in the arena of public discussion.
Harper's does not lay claim to
being the only journal that has
performed this function, nor does

it boast that it has excelled all the
others. But it does maintain, after
one hundred years, that "it has
never offered less than the best ""
journalism."
ff'
The centennial issue contains
an array of intriguing features. "
The exciting panorama of the
past century is unfolded in such
articles as "The Century," also •
written by Bernard De Voto, in
which he traces especially the sociological development of our
country since the year in which
Harper's was founded, and in
which he holds a brief for the
much-maligned "empire builders"
and "captains of industry," with- ..
out whose relentless drive and
ruthless ambition the expansion
of the United States-both geographically and economicallywould have been greatly retarded.
In a similar vein is the article by
Editor Frederick Lewis Allen, en- I.
titled "The Big Change," in which ~
he traces the emergence and "disciplining" of industrialism in the
era covered by the life-span of
Harper's.
In a highly readable article, El- •
mer Davis writes his impressions
as a "Constant Reader" of Har- •
per's over the span of a half-cen- h
tury. His recollections of Harper's,
however, date back to its very
inception, since his father had ac- ·~
quired all of the back issues in
the form of bound volumes. Har- I'

i
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per's was begun as a reprint magazine. Its material was at first
drawn predominantly from British sources, but before long it became distinctively American in
tone. At every stage of its development Harper's mirrored the contemporary historical scene, and
Davis writes as one-doubtless as
one of many- whose education
was in large measure supplied by
the contents of Harper's.
One of the most interesting features of this centennial issue is a
47-page pictorial section containing selected illustrations from the
magazine during its hundred year
.. history, beginning with an 1856
cut in which the artist, letting his
imagination run riot, depicted
steam balloons with underslung
bomb carriages, and concluding
with a picture of World War I airplanes, in which the age of flight
is translated from fantasy into
., actuality at last.
Here, for example, is the discovery of gold in California, portrayed in the "Monthly Record
of Current Events," appearing in
the November, 1850, issue of Harper's. Or here is an illustration
• of Sherman's march, to be found
in the issue of October, 1865.
Again, there is a picture of the
newly invented soda-water fountain, featured in August, 1872.
And here is a wonderful group of
~ illustrations of "Speed on Wheels"
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and "Almost Flying"- the first
automobiles, of course, as portrayed in the issue of February,
1902, and described in these restrained terms:
Yonder, concealed in its case, like
a furious genie confined in a narrow
cell, is the mysterious apparatus for
the change of speed; and this, if we
give a half-turn to the fly wheel when
we come to the foot of a hill, will
produce repeated explosions, urging
the piston to movements so frantic
that every vertebra of the creature
shall quiver, and communicating to
the slackened wheels a quadrupled
force before which each mountain
will bend its back and bear its conqueror humbly to its summit.

(So that's what happens when
we step on the gas!)
In an excellent summary article,
the editor of Harpers states his
platform for the magazine: 1. It
must be interesting (sufficiently
so, at least, to attract and keep
enough subscribers to pay the
bills). 2. It should provide news,
in the widest sense-selective, wellconsidered, "concentratedly illuminating." 3· It should provide
interpretation and discussion of
the important issues before the
public-"more thorough than a
newspaper can provide, but less
demanding of sustained, specialized interest than a book." 4· It
should provide a platform for original and inventive thinkers-for
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"voices crying in the wilderness."
5· It should provide a vehicle for
the artist in literature-in fiction,
in poetry, in the essay, or "in
whatever form he may invent."

For a century Harper's has per- '
formed this task surpassingly well.
It deserves its honored place
among the great periodicals of ...
American journalistic history.
)

You may have noticed that the books you really love
are bound together by a secret thread. . . . Again, you
have stood before some landscape, which seems to embody what you have been looking for all your life; and
then turned to the friend at your side who appears to be
seeing what you say-but at the first words a gulf yawns
between you, and you realise that this landscape means
something totally different to him. . . . Are not all lifelong friendships bo·r n at the moment when at last you
meet another human being who has some inkling (but
faint and uncertain even at best) of that something which
you were born desiring, and which, beneath the flux of
other desires and in all the momentary silences between
the louder passions, night and day, year by year, from
childhood to old age, you are looking for, watching for,
listening for?
C. S. Lewis, The Problem of Pain (Macmillan, 1944)

Motion Picture
THE CREssET evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

...

NUMERous occasions this Mignonette, from France; Shipcolumn has called attention yard, a documentary by Paul
to a unique film society organized Rotha; Masterpieces from the Berin New York City in 1947. Cin- lin Museums and The World of
nema 16 now has 3,500 annual Paul Delvaux, two feature pictures
members. Many world-famous devoted to art and artists, and
"" names appear on the society's Ai-Ye and Object Lessons, experimembership list. Three perform- mental films which won high
ances are given each week-two honors at the recent International
on Wednesday evening at the Cen- Film Festival in Venice.
tral Needle Trades Auditorium
The statement, "Every time
and one at the Paris Theatre on Hollywood makes a picture, more
Sunday morning. Admission is by people join Cinema 16," which
membership card, or by special appears in Cinema 16 advertise., guest card, only. Unusual films, ments and is credited to Harper's
not shown in regular theaters, are Magazine, is unquestionably an
screened for Cinema 16 members. exaggeration. But there are times
"Programs include psychological when one wonders about the great
studies - social reportage - micro- American motion picture audi• photography-surrealism-the arts ence. That means you and me, of
-documentary classics-anthropo- course. What do we want from
• logical records- experimental Hollywood?
films."
A recent issue of Box Office
A number of premiere presen- Digest, a trade journal intended
tations have been scheduled for primarily for the use of motion
the society's fourth season, among picture exhibitors, reveals the boxthem the Danish films Flugten office records of all the films re.. and La Larme; The Rose and the leased during the first nine months

0
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of 1950. Here are the six biggest
money-makers during this period:
(1) Samson and Delilah, (2) The
Outlaw, (3) Annie Get Your Gun,
(4) Father of the Bride, (5) Cinderella, and (6) Sunset Boulevard.
Most of these films have a tremendous popular appeal, I know;
but how can one explain the boxoffice success of The Outlaw, one
of the worst pictures of this or any
other year? No doubt the fact that
the release of The Outlaw was
held up for several years on moral
grounds enticed many thrill-seekers into the theaters. Others were
attracted by the lurid publicity
which advertised the film's presentation. Is this all that is needed to
insure the box-office success of a
picture? The Outlaw was incredibly dull, the acting was decidedly
amateurish, and both plot and
dialogue were downright ridiculous. But there it is in No. 2 place
on the list of money-makers.
Advertising is a powerful force.
We have had another example of
this in the case of Lana Turner.
Two years ago Miss Turner married a millionaire and retired
from the screen with a fanfare of
nauseating publicity. Now Miss
Turner is back, and movie-goers
have flocked to see her new picture in spite of the fact that A
Life of Her Own (M-G-M) is a
thin, colorless, and artificial tearjerker. The glamorous Lan a h as

never been a convincing actress.
Her portrayal of the small-town
girl who becomes a famous model
will not enhance h er reputation
as an artist. A fine supporting cast
is completely wasted.
While the cash registers make
their merry music for meretricious
pictures like The Outlaw and A
Life of H er Own, Darryl F. Zanuck's fine film No Way Out (2oth
Century-Fox, Joseph L. Mankiewicz) has been received with mixed
reaction. This absorbing drama
presents with stark and compelling realism the age-old problems
that grow out of prejudice and
bigotry. There have been many
expressions of enthusiastic approval from critics and audiences,
and there have been expressions
of bitter condemnation and of
doubt as to the wisdom of making
films which deal with the highly
controversial subject of race relations. Some exhibitors simply refuse to book this type of picture.
It is disturbing to turn a bright
spotlight on our national ills and
shortcomings. It is more disturbing to think that we can ever be
content to close our eyes and our
ears to the suffering endured by
fellow-citizens merely because of
their color or creed. No Way Out
shows us the cruelty and the injustice of blind hatred. Only occasionally does this outstanding
film lapse into contrived melo-
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drama. Sidney .Poiter is superb as
the unhappy Negro physician.
Richard Widmark, Linda Darnell,
and Stephen McNally portray
leading roles with fine skill.
The magnificent singing voice
of Mario Lanza is the chief asset
of The Toast of New Orleans
(M-G-M, Norman Taurog). Otherwise this garishly colored tale of
old New Orleans falls into the
so-so category. Lanza and his costar, Kathryn Grayson, wave their
arms about with great abandon.
Is this really necessary?
By the way, I saw The Toast
of New Orleans billed as New
Orleans Toast on a theater marquee in Michigan. New Orleans
Corn Pone would be more accurate.
I have no wish to uphold or to
defend a law-breaker, but I must
report that Edmund Gwenn is a
most engaging villain in Mister
88o (2oth Century-Fox, Edmund
Goulding). This delightful yarn
is based on an actual case history
taken from the files of the U. S.
Treasury Department. For ten
years Treasury agents tried to
track down a counterfeiter who
turned out only very bad onedollar bills. The story of the
chase and the capture is told in
Mister 88o.
Tennessee Williams' penetrating study of the tensions and the
conflicts which divided a family
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has been successfully brought to
the screen in A Glass Menagerie
(Warners). Gertrude Lawrence is
excellent as the mother, Jane Wyman is appealing in the role of the
crippled daughter, Arthur Kennedy is convincing in his portrayal of the ambitious son who is
determined to escape the limitations of a humdrum existence, and
Kirk Douglass is persuasive as the
glib opportunist.
A number of outstanding foreign films are making news in the
theaters. Kind Hearts and Coronets (Rank: Eagle Lion Classics)
stars Alec Guinness in a fine comedy. The Happiest Days of Your
Life (London Films) presents Margaret Rutherford and Alastair Sim
in an exceptionally effective farce.
State Secret (London Films: Columbia) is a chiller-diller chockful
of mystery and intrigue. Madeleine (J. Arthur Rank) is a tantalizing who-dun-it. The Paris Waltz
(Lux Film) features the tuneful
music of Jacques Offenbach in a
romantic costume film. Bitter Rice
(Lux Film) and Difficult Years
(Lopert) are semi- documentary
films which depict the plight of
the Italian people as a result of
World War II.
On the homefront we have The
Petty Girl (Columbia), a slapstick
comedy in bright technicolor
based on the popular cheese-cake
drawings of Calendar Artist
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George Petty. No loss at all if you
miss this.
Then there is Pretty Baby (Warners), a flimsy satire on advertising
and advertising methods. If you
skip this boring trifle, there will
be no loss.
Union Station (Paramount) is
an adaptation of Thomas Walsh's
suspense-filled story of the kidnapping of a small boy. For some unexplained reason the screen version has made a blind girl the
victim of the kidnappers. Union
Station is an exciting, well-made
picture photographed almost entirely in a great metropolitan rail
terminal.
The Sleeping City (UniversalInternational) is likewise filmed
against an authentic background.
Here Bellevue Hospital in New
York provides a graphic, beautifully photographed setting for a
run-of-the-mill mystery yarn.
Robert Montgomery directs and
stars in Eye Witness (Eagle Lion
Classics), an effective account of a
murder trial conducted in an English court.

Anne Sheridan and Victor Ma- ~
ture appear in Stella (2oth Century-Fox), a ghoulish little tale of
murder and intrigue. Here a 1
heavy-handed attempt at whimsy
falls fl. at.
£,
Mickey Rooney is here again
in The Fireball (2oth Century- ~
Fox). In spite of mannerisms and J
a tendency to mug, young Mr.
Rooney has real ability. He de- r
serves something better than the ~
role assigned to him in The Fireball. Pat O 'Brien, too, is handicapped by a poor role.
One cannot escape Westerns
these days. Robert Taylor stars in .,
Devil's Doorway (M-G-M), an oldfashioned tale of feudin' and "
fussin' in the good old days when
cattlemen and sheepmen fought
one another and everyone fought
the Indians. Mildly entertaining,
but undistinguished.
Two other sage-brush, gun-andsaddle pictures have recently been
released by U niversal-Interna- ,.
tional. The titles are Sierra and
1
Saddle Tramp.
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Whither Exit?
A Christmas Meditation

By

RAY ScoLARE

I
Upon the turning of the leaf
Between earth and the tree
Flows the stream
which we do not know
as end or beginning
Only the stream, and insignificance,
WhitherReturn, Winged Angel,
To touch the sterile tree;
Return us to ourselves
who await the turning leaf
To Fall . . .
Whither the stream, and no return.

n
We are good times,
a bottle of beer and a burning fire;
We are great minds,
a book and a furrowed brow,
For we are men,
Authorized and intelligent,
And God is our Patron.

Miserere, Miserere,
Et in terra
Dona nobis pacem.
Alas, we are not people.
6g
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III
From Spring to Winter's Edge
We have turned our souls
In turbulent rapids and stagnant pool,
And now we water a sterile tree.
Lord, is there
for us no further Distraction
beyond this dull stream
and the time we call our own?
Between the shepherd and the king,
Between the carpenter and the philosopher,
Between the wise man and the fool
Rests The Immutable,
The Question and The Answer,
Time and The Eternal.

IV
Where cities rise
of human ambition,
Where charity consists
of buying and selling,
Where hands turn
from devotion to practice,
Where words are printed,
and the Word, unheard,
There is neither Question nor Answer;
There is neither Time nor the Eternal;
There is a stream and a sterile tree.
WHITHER EXIT?

v
Return, Winged Angel
across the many years
to this forest of empty branches
and bank of fallen leaves.
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Return,
0 Return us to ourselves,
To the Fullness of Time
That we may see
The Terrible Face of Holy Innocence,
At rest in the poverty of the flesh,
At peace between God and man.

Late have I loved Thee, 0 Beauty so ancient and so
new; late have I loved Theel For behold Thou wert
within me, and I outside; and I sought Thee outside and
in m y unloveliness fell upon those lovely things that
Thou hast made. Thou wer t with me and I was not with
Thee. I was kept from Thee by those things, yet had they
not been in Thee, they would not have been at all.
Thou didst call and cry to me and break open my deafness: and Thou didst send forth Thy beams and shine
upon me and chase away my blindness: Thou didst
breathe fragrance upon me, and I drew in my breath and
do now pant for Thee: I tasted Thee, and now hunger
and thirst for Thee : Thou didst touch me, and I have
burned for Thy peace.
The Confessions of St. Augustine
(translated by F. J. Sheed, Sheed and Ward, 1943)
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lfN THE October CRESSET we ran a poem

.ll entitled "Fugue by Bach: Faricy at
the Harpsichord." Somewhere along the
line, the name of the author disappeared
and we were as surprised as our readers
to come upon this seeming example of
poetry spontaneously generated.
We are happy that the author has
come to our rescue and identified herself. She is Miss Mary
Moon, one of our
most dependable
contributors and a
philosophic soul who
has learned long ago
that there is a special
breed of gremlins
that thrives in the
ink-and·smoke jungle
of the publications
world. We are glad
to have this chance
to give her credit for
her excellent writing.

of peace-peace of heart and soul and
conscience. And despite the darkness of
the present moment, we have faith
enough in the mercy and providence of
God that we can also wish our readers
a blessed 1951.

~

Since this is the last issue of this half
century, we have
even more reason
than we usually have
at year's end to express our thanks to
the many kind people who have made
our work on this
magazine richly rewarding. We have
benefited from the
criticism of our readers and we have been
encouraged by their ~
expressions of confidence and approval.
,......
Both criticism and
·"~
praise have guided
Again this year the
PROBLEMS
CRESSET associates
us in our thinking
CONTRIBUTORS
have the privilege of
and writing.
sending their warm·
\Ve have still fallen
FINAL NOTES
est Christmas greetfar short of making
ings to their readers.
the CRESSET all that ..
For all of us, this has
we know it should
been a very trying
be. It is our hope
year-a year when
that 1951 will find
the faint hopes of peace which we have our readers even more critical of our
nurtured for almost five years finally
eiiorts and even more willing to pass
of our Lord must be heard in these
died a-borning.
But there remains a Peace which noththeir criticisms on to us. The voice
ing that happens in this world can take
times and all of us, whether we write f
from us. We see nothing strange or in- or read, must do whatever our role
j
congruous in wishing our readers not permits to open the hearts of men to
only a happy Christmas but a Christmas His message

The
Editor's
Lamp
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